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California's Governor De County Attorney Tells of Guns Fired in Celebration of Telegraph Company Con- Only Two Sworn Talesmen Pretty and Demure Mrs Ger Mrs Romulo
Lopez and Miss
Madero Anniversary
mands Direct Presidenfirms Report of BloodDisgraceful Action of
After Six Weeks of
trude Gibson Patterson
Segura Thrown From
Scares People
tial Primary
Defendants
shed at Sian Fu
Work In Court
,on Trial
Buggy Yesterday
UW

ADMITS

San

IS

A

JOKER WOMAN

TEACHER

DISROBED REINFORCEMENTS

Wealthy and Prominent Kansas General Reyes Has Been
Citizens Involved In
rested by United States

Francisco's Republicans
Will Probably Vote
For Taft.

Crime.

of
cution, narrating the entire
Had to Pay Boston Three Thousand the case. He told how the historywas
plot
to
Secure
Dollars, However,
laid in Shady Bena on August 7, how
His Release.
Edward Ricord, the Beverly barber,
was hired to take Miss Chamberlain
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) out in a
buggy on the pretense of es20.
Baseball fans
New York, Nov.
here today greeted with delight the corting her to a country dance, and
announcement unofficial, but appar then to deliver her over to the men
ently authoritative that Mike Don-ll- with the tar hiding behind the fence.
will play right field for the Giants He told how Chester Anderson and
next season. It was declared that Delbert Kindelsparger had played the
negotiations have been practically highwaymen on the barber and the
concluded with the Boston Nationals girl. "They neld up their buggy at
for Mike's transfer to Manhattan in the point of pistols," McCanless deexchange for Jack Murray and $3,000 clared. They took the young woman
from the buggy and threw her on the
if. cash.
Since the defeat of the Giants in ground. They tore off her clothes
the world's series, Manager McGraw and while one poured, another rubbed
has been casting about for a right the tar upon her naked body. All of
fielder to take the place of Murray the men wore masks.
who failed to make even one hit in
While
'

n

the three defendants had not

the series.

Donlin rejoined .the Giants in the
middle of last season, after being out
of the game several years, hut was
used by McGraw only as a pinch hitter. TTa RManiMl tn havA alnweri tin
and McGraw decided to let him o to.
Boston, where he made good.

been

at the actual "tarring,"

McCan-

less said, by their, own boast, the reason they were absent was because
they were unable to keep pace with
the motor cycles. "They were equally
Ptners " he
tl,la?1t
FEDERATION FAVORS INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM.

Delegate Willing to Apply It to
Ungallant Glenwoods Springs Jury
tion of Their Own Officers
Brings In Verdict Against
at Atlanta.
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Insel Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo., Nov. 20. Gertrude
Gibson Patterson was placed on trial
in the dingy West Side court today
charged with the murder on Septem
ber 23th of her husband, Charles A.
Patterson. At the time of the alleg
ed murder, Patterson, who came here
from Chicago for his health, had only
a fortnight cr so to live.
Few recognized the demure, grace
ful figure clad in a blue tailor made
gown, and the serene face lighted by
large, dark eyes, as she entered the
court room. Not until she had passed
within the railing surrounding law
yers and newspapermen and taken a
seat behind her attorney, O. N. Hilton, with her back squared to the
crowd, did the spectators realize that
the principal figure in a story said to
include a romance with a Chicago
millionaire, as well as the dark climax
of murder, was before them. Long be
fore 10 o'clock, the hour set for be
ginning the session, the court yard
was packed with a throng of persons
anxious to catch a glimpse of the de
fendant.
The Patterson case will be the first
to be tried under the new Jury 'system
in Colorado, by which the names of
four thousand taxpayers are kept in
'jury wheel" irom which they are
taken haphazard. In the venire of
sixty drawn today It was noted that
a large number of the men were
young. ..The state is not particularly
desirous of combatting the influence
of a beautiful woman in distress before a jury of men who may not have
reached their complete sentimental
maturity.
The name of Emil Strouss, of Chi
cago, a wealthy clothing manufactur
er, was brought into the case when
Special Prosecutor Benson was ex
amining Venireman Lewis Cohen. He
asked if he was acquainted with, or
had any dealings with the Chicago-an- .
(By Special
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
&i raao, Texas, jov. zu.
mis cityijj
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. jgi Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 20. 111- was greatly excited early today by
20. Princess Lai, mother of XjBess, the seeming evil genius of the
sounds of firing at Juarez, at first supthe baby emperor of China, and $S McN'amara
trial, dragged another
posed to be an attack by Reyestas on
wife of the Prince Regent, hai St talesman from the box today and
the federal garrison. It developed,
threatened to take others.
eloped with an actor, Yung
that the discharge of firearms was inShu Lu, according to Chinese
William Nicholson, a groceryman,
cidental to a celebration by the garriasked and obtained an excuse from
newspapers received here.
son of the anniversary of the Madero
jury service because of the illness of
o
revolution which ended in driving
his wife, setting at caught the hours
Diaz from the presidency of the (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
spent by opposing counsel to learn if
Mexican republic.
London, Nov. 20. A dispatch to the he could fairly and
The firing of the celebrants lasted Exchange Telegraph Company from James B. McNamara impartially try
for the murder
an hour or more, the number of shots Tien Tsin states that the report of a of Charles J.
a machinist
Haggerty,
Sian-Ffired being estimated at a thousand. massacre of foreigners at
cap- killed in
Los
Times explothe
Angeles
El Pasoans were aroused from their jital of Shan-Si- ,
is confirmed. Confir- sion a
year ago.
slumbers and flocked to the bridges mation from other sources, however,
Still in the box are F. D. Green,
;
and the river bank to witness, if pos- is lacking.
whose wife at Pomona is reported
a
was
battle.
what
sure
sible,
they felt
80,000 Rebel Troops.
threatened with nervous prostration,
This impression was deepened by
Canton, Nov. 20. Revolutionary re J. B. Sexton, whose brother
is at the
the knowledge that the Juarez garri- cruits tallying 80,000 have been mass- son has been on the alert for some ed ere preparatory to their dispatch point of death, and Byron Lisk, who
has asked to be excused because of
in connection to Nanking, where they will
sudden development
trouble with, his eyes. These three
with reports of revolutionary activiin the siege of the city.
ties in which the name of General American and Japanese' Take Hand. are sworn jurors and they represent
Reyes, now under arrest by the Unitto about three, weeks t hard court work.
Berling Nov. 20. A dispatch
A Dramatic Incident
ed States government, has been par- the German Cable Company from
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 20. The
ticularly connected.
Tsiang Tao asserts that American and
The Mexican officials doubled pre Japanese warships have each landed list, however, does not end with them.
cautions after the arrival of General a force of 80 men at Chi-PThe Seaborn Manning, a rancher who
Reyes, fearing that that act might German cruiser Emden hag arrived at coughed at night, ws3 excused at his
'
own req iest, bac: d by a committee
precipitate trouble. The feeling of Chi-Fof talesmen. Samudi Mendenhalt, an-e- r
,'
anxiety over the. situation spread in
Force Landed to Protect.
a modified degree to the American
rancher, precipitated one of the
Peking, Tov. 20. It is understood
side of the Rio Grande.
at the Japanese legation here that dramatic scenes of the trial when,
When daylight arrived and it was a Japanese force has been landed at with tears in his eyes, he refused to
take the jurors' oath because his
possible for reporters to cross the Foo Chew to protect the consulate.
mother was critically 111. He finally
river, the true situation was disclosed.
, Imperial
Defeated.
It was learned in addition that 100 The imperial Troops
were defeated was sworn but was excused. F. W.
troops
reinforcements arrived from Chihua- In the northern
part of Hankow, ac- Clark, a retired undertaker, completes
hua In time to participate in the anni
to a dispatch received from the list. He had heart trouble.
cording
versary celebration. Considerable sig Shanghai by the Che Foo pres3. The
Should Sexton, Green and Lisk be
nificance Is attached by local observexcused, only two sworn jurors, Robthe
that
troops
imperial
says
dispatch
ers to the fact that the government were
beaten and retired to Sal, ert Bain and William Andre, would be
has deemed it wise to strengthen the Kan. badly
left to show for six weeks of court
.'
force occupying- - Juarez.
Small engagements were reported sessions.
Be
Enforced.
Must
Laws
Neutrality
Two More Excused.
near Nanking. The imperial outposts
Washington, D. C, Nov. 20. Deter were driven back into the city.. The
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 20. T. O.
mined to stamp out filibustering ex
main engagement is expected hourly. Sanderson, a venireman, was excused
peditions against Mexico, Secretary of
later in the day because of his wife's
War Stimson today addressed General
illness, and James R. Jackson was exOBJECTS
TRUST
STEEL
the
Duncan, commanding
Department
cused for the same reason. Fred De
FURTHER
PROBE.
TO
of Texas, to enforce the neutrality
J. Meyers was excused on account of
laws with vigor and to move the troops
bias, and F. A. McBnrney, a contrac
of
Interferes
Federal
Suit
under his command within divisional Pendency
tor was enauenged on the same
With Congresslonaljnyesttjjaypn
limits without waiting orders from
iToundr The state resisted both thai'
Now in Progress. '
the departments.
Spedaf trfaaed Wire to New Mexican) lenges. Each man said he believed
Secretary Stimson also informed (Bit
D. C, Nov. 20. Rich- - McNamara guilty.
Washington,
lack
for
General Duncan he would not

committee today to a
troops have yet been ordered to Tex-- Investigating
of the hearing, in view of
continuance
i, however.
the government's suit against the
Mrs. Mitchell.
Reyes Blames Madero.
Steel Corporation. He argued that to
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
20.
Nov.
San Antonio, Texas,
continue the hearing would be against
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
20. The AmeriNov.
Ga,
Atlanta,
Blaming President Madero of Mexico, the provisions of the resolution
Glenwood Springs, Colo., Nov. 20.
of
can Federation of Labor, In conven for
charges of violation of the neu- Congress authorizing Inquiry into acts
After deliberating all night, a jury tion here
today, declared in favor of trality law on which he was arrested
in the district court today returned
governinitiative and referendum in the Saturday, General Bernardo Reyes not under investigation by the
a verdict of guilty against Mrs. Mamie the
ment. The committee at once went
of Its officers hi the event it was arraigned here ' today.
election
General
Into executive session.
Mitchell, tried for cattle rustling. The is found to be
feasible and desirable.
After lengthy deliberation It was
charges were brought by Harris The matter was referred to the exec- Reyes declared the charges groundBrothers, of Rifle, Colo., and the case utive council and the convention's ac- less. He said he would, remain In San decided to postpone further consideraAntonio until he has beep vindicated. tion of the
was prosecuted by the Grand River
objection until the a3sem- tion was against the recommendation
Is
Cattle Growers Association.
of
full committee.
Arraigned.
the
Reyes
bling
of the- - law committee to which the
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 20. Gen
Mrs. Mitchell was tried before on a
matter
been
had
referred.
eral Bernardo Reyes, arrested in San GOVERNOR Ml. A. OTERO
charge of horse stealing, but the jury
Gompers and Arizona.
Antonio Saturday on a charge of viodisagreed and she was discharged. If
VISITS LONG ISLAND.
denied the motion for a new trial,
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 20. President lating the neutrality laws, of the A dispatch from Great River, Long
'Which her attorneys will make, Mrs. Gompers engaged in controversy with United States, was arraigned today be
Former Governor
states
Mitchell may serve from one to ten Delegate Joseph D. Cannon of the fore U. S. Commissioner Edwards on Island, A. Oterothatof New
Mexico, ar
Miguel
which
new
a
also
that
warrant
.Tears in the penitentiary.
charges
Western Federation of Miners, during
rive in New York from Chicago and
is
from
Webb
a
county, in.
fugitive
discussion of the election proposition Reyes
both of the great cities he was the
district of Texas,
(MICHIGAN LUMBER DEALERS
when Cannon said Gompers had not in the southern
recipient of much social attention.
ANSWER FEDERAL CHARGES. denied
where
Laredo
situated.
is
Reyes
newspaper representatives
The governor is expected back in
quoting him as saying he was opposed gave $10,000 bond.
Admlt
But Deny Conspir to the formation of a new labor
Forty Guns Captured.
party
acy, Intimidation and Black-- ,
In Arizona because they could better
Washington, D. C, Nov. 20. The
TWO DEPUTY SHERIFFS-KILLEmall.
obtain what they wanted from exist- war department is moving with ener
BY OUTLAWS.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ing
rein
the
with
dealing
incipient
parties. Gompers denied knowl- gy
'
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 20. The Michi
In Texas
bellion being fomented
rev
such
of
interview
end
any
edge
gan Retail Lumber Dealers Associa sented the
One of Bad Men Is Shot Down
govern
Inference, that he was not against President Madero's
tion, its. officers and directors today
By Sheriff D. B. Stephens,
in
ment
Mexico.
Stimson
,.
Secretary
of
in
favor
the initiative and referen
Jin the federal court here made answer
of Deming.
a
received
Gen
from
today
telegram
tto the recent indictments charging dum for Arizona.
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 30.
eral Duncan that Major Hagodorn,
violation of the Sherman anti-truSheriff D. B. Stephens of Luna J
commanding a batallion of the Twenty-t'law. The answer admltsVthe collec- county, New Mexico, arrived - X
hird
had
La
at
Infantry
captured,
tion and dissemination of information
at Engle, Sierra county, yestera captain, and two
Juan
redo,
Merigo,
manufacturers, Jobbers,
'Concerning
day, with the bodies of Depuprivates of a company being organized
:and wholesalers' dealing directly with
ties Tom Hall and Al Smithers,
in
for
there
service
revolutionary
consumers, but denies- conspiracy, in
X! members of his posse, who
'
Mexico.
timidation and black list methods.
at the
Major Hagedorn also captured forty X were killed yesterday while
VXT ranch near Engle,
guns, 20,000 rounds of ammunition,
BATH TUB TRUST
attempting to arrest three outand 50 dynamite bombs. There were
IN LINE.
, IS NEXT
laws who escaped from the
fifteen
revolutionists
about
supposed
Seattle on
Hand
Deming jail, November 7. They
in the house where the capture was
Trial of Government's Case Against
also brought with them the
made, but all save the captain and
Facing Serious
Firms and Individuals Set for
body of the leader-o- f the outtwo
escaped.
privates
Famine laws whom they killed and
January 30.
In
is
constant
Stimson
Secretary
whose name is unknown.
communication with General Duncan
The outlaws were discovered
Special Leased Wire to wew Mexican.)
instructed the latter to co'ByDetroit,
LINES OUT OF GEAR and haswith
Mich, Nov. 20. rne gov COAST
yesterday In an adobe house,
of the Department
agents
operate
ernment's criminal case against the
eating, by the sheriff and his
of Justice.
' firms and individuals in the Bath Tub
posse and were surrounded.
All
is
be
it
is
this
done,
said,
being
"Trust will begin in the federal court For Two Days Torrents Have cause
The outlaws came out of the
President Taft believes the
' here on January 30, It was announced
houses mounted their horses
Been Raxing In Cascade
American people should give the Mexii today.,
and rode out as it to meet the
new
to
chance
their
cans
test
a
fair
Mountain Valleys
officers. Suddenly they dropped
government without interference.
38 X X X X St X X
X X X X S 58
from their horses and opened
is believed the rights of the. two
It
CLASS
X
TO
,
SENIOR
,
48
fire on the posse, killing both
(By Special Leaded wire to New Mexican) countries will be settled by treaty be
MISS
FETE
SPARKS. X
.,
X
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 20. With Seat fore the next dry season. ,
Hall and Smithers. The posse
The Senior Class of the X tle facing a water famine and many
X
returned the fire. Sheriff StephDel
Rio.
Trouble
'
at
.
,No
X High School will give a recen- - X of the smaller towns west of the Cas
ens
the leader
killing
Del Rio,. Texas, Nov. 20. There
X tion at the school at 8 o'clock 'X cade mountains under water or cut off
and wounding the other two
X tomorrow night in honor of
from communication with the outside were no Indications of any disturbbandits, but they escaped to
.world by the loss of bridges and the ance today "along this section of the
X Miss Hazel Sparks, the state
the mountains, from which
border.
Mexican
who
reflected
gold medalist
washing out of roads, the people of
point they continued firing on
Pass.
at
Quiet
Eagle
western Washington are anxiously
glory on the Santa Fe School
remnant of the posse durthe
30.
Nov.
The
Eagle Pass Tex.,
X by her splendid oration "The
watching for signs of subsidence of Mexican
the
ing
night
border near here was quiet
X sForgotten Man." The reception X the flood which has raged for more
The dead men were taken to
today.
X
and
two
X will he attended by pupils
than
days. The' railroads that
Deming this afternoon tor
Troops Find No Trouble.
X their friends. Refreshments X cross the Cascades with their trans
burial. The dead outlaw had
ad-' X continental lines are
X will be served after brief
Eagle Pass, Tex., No. 20. Troops
virtually tied np,
on his person the pistol and
X dresses. Miss Spark's oration X the only outlet being over the coast sent Friday to Las Vacss and Guer
Jail
keys taken from toe jailer.
"X will be published tomorrow.
X lines to Portland and then east along rero, Mexico, report no disturbances
at
Deming.
at those places.
38XXXXXXSXS3SSSXXX the Columbia-river- .
X
X 38 X
,

SEVERAL

SCENE

XXX

Rincon, N. M., Nov. 20.
X
$s

In

a

quarrel which occurred here at
1 o'clock yesterday
morning in
front of McClintock's Dance
of El
hall, B. B. Buchanan,
Paso, an employe of the telephone company, was fatally
stabbed and William Palmer
and several others
slightly
wounded in the affray.

.

Two runaways occurred in this citr
yesterday and Saturday evenine. the
horses being frightened by autos and
several people narrowly
escaped
death.
The most thrilling runaway was that
of yesterday afternoon in which Mrs.
Komulo Lopez was thrown out and
bruised about the knee and her companion, Miss Bertha Segura, aged 17
years, was bruised and her arm in
jured.
Mrs. Lopez was driving a fine black
trotter when the animal, whir-- la full
of life, became frightened near Sher
iff Charles C. Closson's livery stable
as an automobile passed by. The animal whirled around three or four timpn
overturning the bueev and throwine
Mrs. Lopez and Miss Seeuia out. With
great good fortune they escaped the
norse's hoofs. The infuriated animal
then tore down Dos Gaspar avenue,
the buggy dangling behind. Colliding
ith a telephone pole, the bueer was
left near the Montezuma hotel. The
eed continued, at a maddenine nac-e- .
toward San Francisco street, a pair of
shafts dangling behind to increase the
animal's fury.
Here again eood luck saved the
horse from pluneine into the broad
expanse of glass in front of the U. S.
uanK ana Trust Company, and thus
averting a frightful scene.
The animal made a short turn and
dashed up San Francisco street around
the plaza, finally falling on some timber and bricks In front of the new
building of the First National Bank
on the east side of the plaza.
There the horse was finally nuletert.
the harness and broken shafts removed with difficulty and the animal
taken to the stable. Mr. Lonez stated
today that the horse, which he prizes
highly, was bruised but be doesn't believe it Is internally injured.
He said that Mrs. Lonez and Miss
Segura are suffering today somewhat
from shock of their trying experience
but that he thinks they will be all
right in a few days.
The Other Runaway.
The other runaway occurred on
Agua Frla street Saturday, evenine.
An automobile frightened a pair of
horses pulling a wagon owned by a
Pojoaque rancher whose name could
not be ascertained. The frightened
animals plunged into a wood waeon
drawn by two big burros, and, as an
eye witness stated, "there was a bad
mixup."
Several boys ridiner in th burro
wagon were thrown into the air and
then under the wagon, so quickly that
their consternation was almost amus'
were
ing. Although both waeonn
somewhat damaged, their occupants
seemed to have escaped serious In
jury.
The large number of autos in the
city, the narrowness of the streets
which are very slippery in winter and
the necessity for tootine horns around
corners, Indicate that the greatest of
care must be exerted by both chauffeurs and drivers of horses in order
to prevent a frequent recurrence of
these accidents.

j
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Work Has Been Started By Territory
on the Land Road East of
Roswell.
Governor William J. Mills has ap
pointed the following notaries public:
Theodore M. Elwood of East Las Ve
gas, San Miguel county, and David
Baca, of San Antonio, Socorro county.

For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer Rufus J. Pa-len has received the following sums
for the treasury: Cleofes Romero, con
victs' earnings, 1109.57; Game and

Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable, $3. ,
New Company Incorporated.
Articles of Incorporation of the
a
Couzens Commercial
Company,
Colorado corporation, were filed In
the office of Territorial Secretary Na
PARTIAL EMBARGO ON
The company Is capital
RIO GRANDE IS LIFTED. than Jaffa.
ized at 100,000 divided in 1000 shares
Additional Irrigation Workers May Be at $100 each. The main office of the
company which does a general merInstalled By Farmers in
A
chandise business, is in Denver.
Texas.
branch office is established at Raton,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Colfax county, with A. R. Couzens as STRIKE OF SHOPMEN
MAY BE CALLED TOMORROW.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 20. In an- the statutory agent.
swer to protests of farmers and IrrigaLienau in Denver.
tion companies on the American side
Insurance Commissioner Stockade Erected at Trenton, Mis
Deputy
of the Rio Grande against the war Peter M. A. Lienau is in Denver mak
souri, as Precaution by
Rock Island.
department's recent ruling that addl ing an examination of an insurance
tlonal Irrigation works must not be company. He Is likely to remain
Installed there until the United there several days more in order to (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
irenion, mo., Nov. 20. According
States and Mexico's rights to the wa complete the work.
to ehopmen employed here by the
ter can be fixed, Secretary Stimson toRoad Across Sands.
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific railday temporarily withdrew the restric
. W. Lewis, of Carlsbad, the , engi
road, they have received orders to
tions.
neer, who Is to superintend the con- strike tomorrow. About 300 men are
struction of the state and county road
effected. The company, evidently In
east from the Pecos' River across the
of such action, has erectMescalero sands, arrived this morn- expectation
ed a big board stockade, surmounted
ing with his instruments and papers by heavy barbed wire about its
plant.
and spent today getting his outfit
May Be Called at Any Time.
ready to leave tomorrow morning to
Chicago 111., Nov. 20. Officials of
begin the work. The New Mexico the Chicago, Rock Island & Paclfio
Good Roads Commission has donated
railway said tuey had received no
$4,000 to this task and the county Is word that a strike of
the shoDmen
President of Santo Domingo to pay the balance. It Is hoped that would begin In Trenton tomorrow.
the cost will not exceed the appropria
"A strike may be called at any
Added to List of Mar
tion of the commission as moca as
time," It was said In the office of
total
was originally estimated. The
Vice President Melcher, "but it would
tyred Rulers
cost of the Improvement was estimat- be contrary to all
to call
ed at $8,000. Roswell Daily Record. a strike without precedents,
notifying the officials
Postal
Matters.
NO UPRISING HAS FOLLOWED
of the road. We have received no no
The following have been commis- tification
yet."
sioned postmasters: Edmond A, DaH.
James
Rincon;
Nute;
vis,
Knight,
DR. GEORGE T. GOULD
Cablegrams Conveying News
Wallace W. Lynn, Steeplerock; Clin
DROPS DEAD AT ALBUQUERQUE.
Delayed in Transmission
ton B. Weeks, Thorean.
Yesterday.
(By Special Leased Wire te New Hezlcan)
O
Albuquerque. N. M.. Nov. 9f
(By Special Leased Wire to New Ifextou) S UNIVERSITY Or COLORADO X T. Gould, 65 years old. dim nf th mnst
CLAIMS CHAMPIONSHIP.
Washington, D. C Nor. 20. Ra
X widely known newspapermen in New
A dispatch from Boulder,
X Mexico untu a few years ago,
mon Caceres, president of Santo Do X
dropped
dead shortly after noon todav.
He
mingo, was assassinated, by- political X Colorado, says:
The University of Colorado X was seen to stagger and fall and was
malcontents in San Domingo City late X
football
retains the
champion- X carried into a nearby store where he
yesterday afternoon, according to re- X ship of the Rocky Mountains X died a few minutes
later. .
ports to the .State Department today. X conference by defeating Colo- - X
Heart failure was the probable
No uprising has yet followed. Cable X rado College, 8 to 2, and win- - X cause of death.
from the University of X
Dr. Goul many years ago, was head
grams conveying the news of the as- X ning
'
X of a Baptist college In Kentucky. Ha
X Utah by 9 to 0.
sassination filed last night were de
Santa Feane are interested X was editorial writer on the Albuquerlayed in transmission.
X in this matter as several young .X que
Las Vegas Op
NeWs Verified.
X men from this city are attend- - X tlce and several lesser New Mexico
Santo Domlnlo, Nov. 10. The pres- X ing the University of; Colo- - X papers.
ident of i--e refwolic, General Ramon X rsdo.
,x He has a son now on the El Paso
Herald.
Caceres, has been assassinated.
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Eighty Thousand to March From Dramatic Scene When. Ranch- Beautiful Female In Distress Burro Wagon Also
Figured in the
Canton to Besiege
man Manning Refuses to
Too Much For Sentimental
Mixup on Agua Fria Street,
Nankin.
Take Oath.
Jurymen.
Saturday.

Ar-

Officers.

(By Special teased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Sacramento, Calif., Nov. 30. Gov
Lincoln Center, Kas., Nov. 20. How
ernor Johnson came out squarely for the shady Bend "tar party" met at
LaFollette for President, and a direct the mill of E. G. Clark, one of the
presidential primary in a formal state- wealthiest citizens in the community,
ment issued today. Declaring that and
arranged details of the plot to
while a joker in the primary law of
tar Miss Mary Chamberlain, the
full
1909, gave the party in power
school
whose frightful experright to send a solid delegation for La ience atteacher,
the hands of a band of men
Follette, the governor indicated that and
boys last August convulsed all
he was sacrificing politics to principle
and would insist that the people he Kansas, was told on the witness stand
Chester Anderson, one of the
given the right to name first hand their by
"party" at the beginning of the trial
choice for President
He pointed out that President Taft today.
The three men on trial today were
bad favored San Francisco in its fight
lor the exposition which might swing Sherrill Clark, brother of E. G. Clark,
the voters of that city in the Presi the miller who' pleaded guilty, and
dent's favor. But even In the face of John Schmidt and A. N.. Simms, farthis possibility and with the joker in mers.
'the law designed to perpetuate the Anderson testified that u.ey were
power of the old Southern Pacific ma not members, of the band who actuchine, the progressives would insist ally "spread the tar" as they came
on a direct presidential preference pri- to the rendezvous on foot and were
unable to keep up with the others,
mary, he said.
who rode motorcycles.
GIANTS SECURE MIKE
made
County Attorney McCanless
DON LIN FOR RIGHT FIELD. the
opening statement for the prose-

WOMAN FOUND GUILTY
OF CATTLE RUSTLING.

IRE SENT REBELS
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The Little Store

LITTLE SISTER.
dragged five miles before the infuri
I know a girl of presence fresh and ated animal could be stopped.

fair.
She lies abed
lain
For half a lifetime,
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CA5GARET

SURELY

STRAIGHTEN YOU OUT
Saloonkeeper Killed.
Tony Emmerich, a saloonkeeper,
flower-swee- t
the was murdered in his saloon at Pueblo, No Headache, Billiousness, Upset
Colorado, in a quarrel over a woman. Stomach, Lazy Liver or Constipated
air;
The room is darkened to relieve her Tom Quicker was arrested for the
Bowels by Morning.
deed.
He discharged a Winchester
We Guarantee
pain.
Everything
three times at Emmerich.
Are you keeping your bowels, liver
There is no hope held out of healing
and stomach clean, pure and fresh
Good to Eat and
her,
Everything
Newspaper Change.
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
R. W. Niehaus has surrendered the
You could not blame her if she
passageway through these alimenher face
editorship of the Texico Trumpet and tary or drainage organs every few
Brand Sullenturned
Under
Drink
unto the wall, and did de- Postmaster Leroy Loomls has again
with Salts, Cathartic pills, Casassumed editorial responsibility of days
mur
tor Oil or Purgative Waters.
j
to
Beems
be
From further breathing in her pris-- this bright little weekly that
Under
Let
Stop having a bowel wash-da'
like a Republican oasis in a Demo- Cascarets
on place.
and
cleanse
thoroughly
cratic desert.
remove the
regulate the stomach,
Represented
Solitaire Brand
Not so; her sick bed is a throne
undigested, sour and fermenting food
Drunken Navajos.
wharefrom
and foul
take the excess bile
The McKinley County Republican from the gases,
She doth most royally her favors
liver and carry out of the
reports that a dozen Navajos made sfystem all the decomposed matter
grant;
Thither the needy and the wretched night hideous in a suburb of Gallup and poisons in the intestines and
last Thursday and frightened a team bowels.
come,",
of horses so that it ran a quarter mile
She is At Home to every visitant.
A Cascaret tonight will make you
before it could be checked.
feel great by morning.
They work
They call her Little Sister; for her
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
heart i
Marriage Licenses.
or cause any inconvenience, and cost
The following licenses were granted only 10 cents
Goes out to each that takes her by
a box from your drug-- i
No.
4a
Fe.
Plaza.
Santa
Southern Corner
Telephone
at
of
and
Floris
Ocate
Raton:
the hand,',
Vigil
gist. Millions of men and women take
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. la sisterly devotion; 'tis her part
WE
GIVE REGISTER
Elena Lopez, Colmor; Will W. Dasson a Cascaret now and then and never
To feel, to succor, and to under- oi Weston, Colo, and Miss Rachael have Headache, Biliousness,
coated
M. Wood of Stonewall, Colo.; Sever-ian- o
stand.
tcngue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Madeladus
and
Abeyta Constipated bowels. Cascarets belong
Trujillo
chamber how they of Chico, N. M.
Unto her dim-liin every household.
Children just
flock,
love to take them.
The seamy folk, the weakling and Albuquerque Men Rule Out Liquor.
The recently organized Albuquerthe base!
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
There is no sin so low that she will que Young Men's Club adopted an ex- tive committee of the city council incellent constitution.
There are two structed the city attorney to draw up.
mock,
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
look her in exceptionally good clauses. 1. Liquor an ordinance banishing all barnyard
not
shame
dare
No
that
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
In a communication to the:
of any description will not be allowed buglers.
the face.
in the club rooms. 2. Profane lang- council, Mrs. Genevieve
Dalrymplej
One never thinks of ,woe beside her uage will be punished by suspension complained that she was awakened at
on Thursday and Saturday
Delicious Cream
dawn daily by a choir of chanticleers,
from the club.
bed,
"The constitution accords to every
So blithe she bends', beneath the
citizen the inalienable right to sleep
Fire
at
rod;
Another
rigorous
Kelly.
Black.
she contended, "and
in the
She does not seem like one uncom- Kelly, Socorro county, had its week- if this morning,"
right is not safeguarded in Los
forted,
ly fire last week. The
Her prayers like songs go bubbling boarding house burned to the ground. Angeles I shall make my home else
So muzzle the roosters or
Two families are homeless in conse- where.
up to God.
lose a citizen."
The council decided
one
of
which
the
and
families
quence
Hers is the Inner secret of the soul; had $200 secreted in a pillow, lost that to retain .Mrs. Dalrymple.
Cattle Shipments.
Radiant renouncement, love and fel- amount in addition to furniture and
There were sixteen hundred head
low cheer
home.
of cattle shipped from Lordsburg last
These things do crown her like an
aureole,
Murder Caused By Gambling Dispute. week and there were more than a
hundred brands. For the first time
Making her saintly, while they
At Mountainair, Torrance county, there was a
dispute over the count of
make her dear.
was
the
in
Desiderio Garcia
stabbed
the
this occured because
and
n
Decem
cattle,
the
Richard
FOOD.
STOCK
INTERNATIONAL
Burton,
By
For
Sole Agents
left temple and died. Romaldo Her
and the purchaser, the
ber (Christmas) Scribner.
nandez is accused of the deed but has the inspector
Commission Co., did not count
All kinds cf flcveis, jariei & field seeds in t Hand packa
ALFALFA SEED.
fled. The murder arose over a drunk Hall
en dispute in which a ten stake in a together. The inspector tallied in
three card monte game played the 1607 head, and the buyer counted but
AROUND THE STATE
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
1600 into the cars. If the cattle had
principal part.
belonged to one man the difference
could easily have been adjusted, but
Dated Check Ahead.
Windstorm at Hillsboro.
R. T. Stofer has been released from as there were so many owners it was
Last week, a terrific windstorm did
at Mora upon writ of habeas cor impossible to tell who the seven head
jail
Black
Phone
considerable damage to roofs, fences
and furnishing $100 bail. Stofer were credited to. It was finally adpus
and trees at Hillsboro, Sierra county.
some of the largest owners
passed a check upon a bank upon justed by in
and paying for the seven
no funds. However, the chipping
had
which
he
No
Had
His Bicycle
Light.
head, as that would be easier than to
Hofer
dated
was
check
ahead
and
to
pay
Caleb and John Cullen had
claimed that he intended to deposit unload and tally out all the brands.
$7 50 each at Roswell for riding a bi
sufficient to meet the check when it The next sale will provide for a double
cycle without a lamp at Roswell.
and check tally, which will prevent
became due.

a

year-long-

,

and so has

this

the

as

fEB "GROCERY

CO

The Delicatessen Store

t,

Puffs

n

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

45"LEO HERSCH

LUMBER &. COAL YARD
4.
t

The Pinon Crop.
Girls Find Body of Suicide.
The pinon crop this year is very
A
alparty of school girls from the
has
Aldrich
of
S.
E.
Gallup
large.
Swansea school at Denver came up
d
ready contracted for
on the body of a man in a deserted
;
pounds.
corral on the prairie in the' outskirts
of the city. The man had ended his
Death of Pioneer Miner.
John jb rancescino, a pioneer coal life by severing an artery of his left
miner of Gallup, died at the Gallup arm. He had been dead for about
two days and left nothing about his
hospital on Saturday.
person that might lead to his identification.
Ground to Death by Engine.
Wiliam Collister, a Santa Fe section
Justinian Castillo.
foreman, was ground to death in the
Justinian
Castillo, a native of Alfrom
ne
when
stepped
Gallup yards,
a switch engine right in front of an- buquerque, passed away at his home
at Albuquerque at the age of 67 years.
other engine.
He leaves a wife and son, Jose Castillo.
Besides his bereaved wife, Mr.
With
Matches.
Boy Played
,
A boy playing with matches was re- Captillo leaves two brothersj-in-lawfive
Jacob
Jose
and
and
Perea,
sponsible for the destruction by fire
Mesdames Jacobp, Yrisar-ri- ,
of the house of Mr. and Mrs. E. P.
Justo Armijo, Josefita P. de
Cooley at Roswell.
Emilia Perea de Castello, and
Candelaria Montoya de Castello.
Marriage License.
Rita Gallegos, aged 16, and Pedro
Muzzling the Roosters.
Roibal, aged 22, of El Macho on the
a newly enfranchised woman
When
upper Pecos, were granted a marriage threatened at Los
Angeles to leave the
license at Las Vegas.
city unless her morning sleep no longer was disturbed by the crowing of
Boys Arrested.
her neighbor's roosters, the legisla- Richard Hardigan and John Smith,
boys, were arresW for vagrancy at
Francisco Fernandez
Albuquerque.
was given $5 and costs for drunken
ness.
sixty-thousan-

DAWSON COAL

t

" The Quality Coal."
Near Union Depot

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Garnets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
Street

San Francisco

NOW IS THE TIME

To select your stones for mounting
for Holiday Presents. They are

always acceptable.

I

.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

Cos-tel-

Foloy Kidnoy Pills

TONIC IN ACTION

Will Be

OF THE BOISE OF

DEM ANN COMPANY

LEARN ARD-LI- N
j

re ordering in
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano, uur pianos, our prices ana
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
car-loa-

d

LEARNARD &
LINDEMANN CO.

Established 1900

'

Albuqurque,

E. M. Lehnor, Expert German

New Mexico

Piano Tuner.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire
r

5

centers

-

at papular artMi

hack

mi

Pnoa

wggl

Steele

and eaMIe hereea.

tmeodoie
Ht.

coiiici,

(Continue
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If Its Hardware Ws Have

Phone 14

Attention! SpoS,
Bring your raw furs and hides
to us to be tanned and made into
the latest style garments, rugs,
Animals and birds
mounted at reasonable rates.

robes, etc.
Phone 6619 Blk.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

F. F. GORMLEY

Murder
Gaetano Rubio,
of Hillsboro, was
Dona Ana county,
ed Rubio for his
of the mines.

at Organ.
formerly a resident
murdered at Oigan,
by a man who blamdischarge from one

Three Fell Into the Arroyo. ...
At a fiesta at Chilill, three men,
livened up by liberal libations, fell
from a bridge into a deep arroyo. One
of them had three ribs broken, the
other two escaped with oruises.
Famous Writer Dragged to Death,
Mrs. Flora Hamilton Cassel, aged
59 years, a hymn writer of repute,
former resident of the Nebraska W.
C. T. U., a relative of Howard Chand
ler Christy, the artist, and wife of
Rev. E. T. Cassell, D. D.f was dragged
to her death near Denver, by a bron
cho that she had broken. She was

-

More people suffer from the poisons
in headache pills and powders than
suffer from original headache. The
mistake is aiming at your head when
it is your stomach that is at fault.
Stomach trouble brings your head and
your stomach close together; and that
Cel-s- o
makes your headach.
keeps
your stomach down and your head up.
Cel-ssettles stomach troubles; and
does not contain anty poison. 10 and
25c at The Capital Pharmacy. "
Capital Pharmacy will refund
, The
your purchase price if it fails to do all
we claim. Is this fair?

For sale

by

all drvgglsts.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
" Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
South
Meets Both North
Bounds Trains.

WHEN

:

YOU. CAN GET

THE

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
.

Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry. Leave orders

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

oal

WATER CO.

RETURNS THURSDAY

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERR1LL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
sawed Wood and Kindlm.

lffftWPH!7.TTHr A

4

A VRWTTm

8. F. Depot,

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

AND FRIDAY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
Phone Red No. 23.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened
Near A. T.

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Phone, Red No. 2

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phene us, we will be glad to call far
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed sn
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RES 122
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrive at Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 26c and 50c.
Ten miles shorter than any ether
Short Orders at All Hours.
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fars $5.00 round trip. Teams
BY THE WEEK $5.00
BOARD
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c a dish,
New York Chop Suey 50a.
Station.

Zook's Pharmacy

hone
213

Benzoine, Witch Hazel and Almond Cream Co.
Beautifying the Complexion and Preserving
Relief and Prevention of Chapped Hands.
Makes the skin soft, white, smooth and velvety. GENTLEMEN
SHOULD USE IT AFTER SHAVINO.

A Scientific Formula for

the Skin, and for the

Prepared only at
4 t4

-

--

t

-

-

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchard
and (Uncles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
rjfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

FOR CAT p
Ui JALA

Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

C$L 'Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Wfeei hi Weed

ii

the

Drivers

213

Anyfltfar
LINE.

Fwnisbei

Dm Gasper Avay,

Zook's Pharmacy

hone

of

LIVER I

ZOOK'S

4

:

o

QUICK IN RESULTS

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE.
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
A positive boon to
IRREGULARITIES.
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
t

on Page Seven.)

sister-

Tried at Santa Fe.
Everett Winter under Indictment
for prize fighting at Cimarron, Colfax
county, will be tried in federal court
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
at Santa Fe. The trial at Las Vegas
PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS last week resulted in a hung Jury.
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS

any dispute.

s-in-law,

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
THIS

Phone

14.

45

J. CRICHTON

R.

-

Hardware Co.

Wood-Dayi- s

LOUIS NAPOLEON

nm, n

i

MRS. GOOD COOK:
MR. GOBLER ESPECIALLY REQUESTS THAT HE BE CARV
A BRAND NEW
ED WITH
CARVING SET.
OUR CARVING KNIVES WILL CARRY A RAZOR EDGE AND
AND MAKE CARVING QUICK AND EASY.
YOU'LL BE GLAD TO HAVE YOUR FRIENDS
DINE WITH
YOU IF YOU HAVE NEW KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS FOR
THE TABLE. COME AND SEE OURS.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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GOOD

NEWS.

MORE FAME

Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
"Good news travels fast," and the
thousands of bad back sufferers in
Santa Fe are glad to learn that
prompt relief Is within their reach.
Many a lame, weak and aching back
is bad no more, thanks to Doan's
Our. citizens are tellKidney Pills.
ing the good news of their experience
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here
is an example worth reading:
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The splendid results I obtained from the use
of Doan's Kidney Pills several years
ago has been permanent and for that
reason, my confidence in them has
Increased.
I suffered from a dull.
hcvy ache in the small of my back
and was subject to headaches and
I always felt tired, had
dizzy spells.
no ambition and was in poor health
when I procured Doan's Kidney Pills.
It did not take them long to cure
me, and from that day to this, I have
--

willingly confirmed the public statement I gave in January, 1907, telling of my experience with Doan's
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
centft
New York, sole agents for the United
FosteB-Milbur-

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's and

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

(Publisher.).
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

November 15, 1311.
Notice is hereby given that Luciano
Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., who, on October 18, 1911, made homestead 10134,
section 35, town
No 07888, for Sj3
ship 14 N, range 11 E, N. M. meridian,
has filort nntine nf Intention to make
final five-yeproof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 26th
day of December, 1911.

Claimant names as witness:
Sandoval, George Lathrop,
'Filiberto Martinez, Francisco Sandoval, all of Lamy, N. M.
Eulogio

- MANIjEL OTERO,

Register.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,'
U. S. Land Office at Santa Re, N. M.,
October 24, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Crescendo Roibal, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Sept. 4, 1906, made Homestead 9886.
u. nrrntr j
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viol, iur n
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ana SW 4 SE
SE
Section 3, Township 16 N, Range 13
E Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make Final five year Proof, to
and E

1-- 2

1--

1--4

1--

establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver U.
S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 5th day of December, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Plutarco Armijo, Virlginio Qulntana,
Perfecto Armijo, all of Rowe, N. M.,
and Manuel Garcia, of Fulton, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

v

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
f

The following are the Urn
the local railroads:
"A.T. A 6. F. By."

tables

Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
onect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
.

astbound.

FE
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This City Ably Represented
at 7th Annual Oratorical
Contest
MISS SPARKS IS

A

WINNER

Miss Lucero, Soon to Reside
Here, Also Receives

a Medal.

The city of Santa Fe took a prominent part in the seventh annual New
Mexico Interscholastic Oratorical Contest held Saturday night at the Hall
of Representatives in the Capitol.
First of all, the gold medal for oratory, high school section, was awarded to a Santa Fe girl, Miss Hazel
Sparks.
Another Santa Fean, Miguel A.
Otero, Jr., representing the Military
Institute at Roswell, delivered a forceful oration which many considered
among the best delivered during the
contest.
The winner of the silver medal, in
the college section was a "future"
Santa Fean, Miss .Aurora Lucero,
daughter of the newly elected secretary of state, and in her oration she
paid a glowing tribute to the Ancient
City which has figured so prominently In the history of New Mexico. It
was Miss Lucero's oration in a similar contest some years ago that has
become a classic and has been widely
quoted throughout the southwest, as
a brilliant plea for the teaching of
Spanish in the schools,
Attention was again drawn to Santa
Fe when Miss Mildred McMahon of
the Clovls high school delivered her
oration on Historical New Mexico, for
she made an earnest plea for the preservation of historical buildings and
relics in this ccity, a plea which was
considered most timely.
All in all, the Ancient City "held
more than its own" in the contest
which drew a large and enthusiastic
audience of teachers, city, town and
county superintendents and visitors
from all over the territory. The con-

derstanding and fine technique that
she had to respond to an encocre.
The Crucible of the Nations" was
the next oration by Thomas Truder
He
o the Las Vegas High School.
spoke well and forcibly and made a
very good impression.
Miss Mildred McMahon of the Clo
vls High School followed with "Historical New Mexico." This young ora
tor from the Magic City well represented her high school and was loudly
applauded.
Then came the graceful Miss
Sparks of the Santa Fe High Schcool.
Her oration, "The Forgotten Man,"
was the winner of the gold medal
some weeks ago in the high school
contest here.
Miss Sparks talked eloquently of
the men who have done things and
who are forgotten, and especially of
the "common" men and women who
Id reality do the world's work.
She
handled her subject well and her delivery was faultless; her gestures nat
ural and her voice persuasive. She
was given an ovation by her Santa Fe
friends and her oration was given the

MEMBERS OF THE FIRST
STATE LEGISLATURE

XT
k
Ik

"westbound.

ifKL-J-
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Following the high school contest
was a piano sold by Miss .Marion
Bishop of Santa Fe and it was the oo
casion of much applause.
Then came Miguel A. Otero, Jr., son
of a former governor, M. A Otero of
New Mexico, and representative of the
New Mexico Military Institute. His
theme was "The Transformation of
Genius Into Efficiency," which ho dis
cussed in a masterly manner. He was
dressed in the uniform of a captain of
Cadets, and he was at all time a
convincing and engaging speaker. His
friends picked him as a sure winner.
Although this was not to be the case,
Mr. Otero is to be congratulated as is
the Institute which sent him on such
a splendid oration.
Coburn Cook of the University of
New Mexico followed with his oration
"An Objective Standard of Social Control." He represented the University
of New Mexico. The judges found
that this oration was "the winner"
and so pronounced it at the conclusion of the contest. The University
will naturally feel proud of Mr. Cook X
whose depth of reasoning and rhetor- X
ical polish was pronounced most X
praiseworthy by several well known
3t

educators.

High School Section Judges on
Thought and Composition: Miss Ethel
Hickey, George H. Kinkel, Supt J. R.
Morgan.

Judges on Delivery: Supt. R. W.
Twining, Mrs. George Dixon, Supt.
Joseph Gill.
College Section Judges on Thought
and Composition: : Judge Ira A. Ab
bott, W. J. Lucas, Miss Evelyn Butler.
Judges on Delivery: Judge John R.
McFie, Hon. Nathan Jaffa, Mrs. Leona
;
Logue.

-

-

m

a

and county and a great many in the
territory. If yon hare any Special taloat, do not hide It under a bushel.
:

.

If you want anything on earth
New Mexican Want Ad.

Then the Santa Fe Sextette sang a
song Miss Marion Bishop accompanying on the piano. It was applauded.
Lloyd Franzen followed with a pop
ular subject, "Back to the Farm." He
is from the Roswell High School,
which is situated In the heart of
great horticultural, agricultural section. His oration was warmly ap
""
plauded.
Miss, Maple Neafus of the Tucum
cari High School, was the next speak
er. she was good to look at ana ner
subject "Famous Women" was splen
didly discussed. Many of the ladiet
who heard her picked her as the gold
medalist, but she was destined to be
defeated for that honor, although she
came very close to the Santa Fean
"

Let Him Know it if you are out ot
position, you must let the employer
know It A wast advertisement in the
Hew Mexican will reach every bust- mess and professional man in the city

'

-

who won

try

it

Margaret Cluxton played
piano solo and with sack musical un
v Miss
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criminal. To Introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal . .L ........ . f2.71
For 45 cents a41'aonal tor a atagls
docket, or 65 cents additional for
combination docket, they will be seat
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
fall mast accompany order,
plainly whether English or
printed beading Is waatoav

;n-- f

J

STANDARD-COLONIAL-ID-

BOOK-CASE- S

EAL

Three different and distinct types of SloWAviroiclu "Elastic" Book-Casmade in dull or polish finish quartered
oak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We carry the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
es

the College Section.

Miss Aurora Lucero was the next
speaker, representing the New Mexico Normal University. She talked on
"New Occasions Teach New Ideas."
test was enlivened by musical selec- She spoke eloquently and convincingSchool
tions from the Tucumcari High
ly and her reference to Santa Fe were
orchestra, the Santa Fe Glee Club, apt and well received. She won the
Miss Bishop, Miss Ashton and Miss silver medal. Both she and Mr. Otero
lUXtOn,
were given an ovation as they began
Tne winners of medals were:
their orations.
Miss Hazel Sparks, of Santa Fe's
Miss Lucero's oration was especiHigh School, gold medal for her ora- ally timely, and being of direct appliMan."
tion "The Forgotten
cation to conditions in New Mexico
and
Miss Maple Neafus of the Tucum at this time of transformation
cari High School, silver medal for transition received well merited attenher oration, "Famous Women."
tion. The problem discussed was a
Coburn Cook of the University of vital one and it was handled with a
New Mexico, gold medal in the col logic, literary finish and persuasive
lege section, for his oration, "An Ob- eloquence, that promises for Miss Lu
cero not only a literary future but also
jective Standard of Social Control."
Miss Aurora Lucero, ot the New a great influence on affairs in New
Mexico . Normal University, silver Mexico. The New Mexican hopes to
medal in the college section for the print the oration in full, as it did Miss
oration, "New Occasions Teach New Lucero's masterly oration on the
Study of Spanish in the schools, sever
Ideas."
al years ago, and which was reprintTwelve Judges.
ed from the New Mexican into hun
The contest was a lively one and dreds of journals, even as far away
the decisions were really made by no as
Spain, Porto Rico and the Philipless than twelve judges, three on pines;
and which has become a little
on
thought and composition, and three
classic
that is referred to again and
delivery in each section, high school again by press and speakers.
and college. The total points given
Clarence Thomas finished with "The
by all these Judges determined the Mission of the United States in the
winners.
Peace Cause." This peace enthusiast
Of course, the friends of the win- came from the New Mexico
College of
ners were joyous and those of the
and Mechanic Arts at Las
Agricutlure
losers were somewhat disappointed. Cruces and he not only chose a good
In speaking of the contest a well theme but he discussed it ably and
known educator, who was not one of thoroughly.
Had Mr. Carnegie been
the judges, said today one of the judges, perhaps Mr. Thom"The Symposium of orations was as would have received his vote, alsplendid and reflected great credit on though Theodore Roosevelt would
both high school and college of the have dissented.
In making their de
Miss Ashton then played a violin
cisions the judges were guided not solo which was applauded and Miss
only by the manner of delivery but May Ross followed with a reading
but by the composition, the way the from Mary Cary which was well resubjects were handled, the language ceived. Miss Ross was formerly
used, the method of reasoning. Every heard in Santa Fe and her pleasing
point was taken into consideration and voice and fine diction made a good iman effort to be absolutely fair was, of pression here.
course made. However, there is al
At the conclusion of the oratorical
ways a diversity of opinion about contest. Professor Carroon of the
vote
a
these matters, as
popular
New Mexico Normal University anwould show, and not one of the speak nounced the decisions and there was
ers would nave Deen witnout votes wild applause.
for a gold medal, if the audience had The judges were:

f

STYLES IN

e

gold medal.

Passengers for the Belen cut-of- f
nd Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:30 p. sn. instead of 7:20
as heretoiore. Connection leaves Al7:55 p. m. instead of
buquerque
2:20 a. m.
D. & ft. QJ. Hy.
Leaves 10:05 a. nr. or nortu.
cast the ballots."
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
The Program.
loo
ex
Niw
Central Ry.
The program carried out was a
Leave 6:45 p. m., coniects with No.
lengthy one and beginning at about 8
east and 1 seuth and west
hours.
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with ceanections o'clock it lasted nearly four
John V. Conway, superintendent of
from No. 3 east
Santa Fe county schools, was the
chief
usher and saw that every one
New
com-- was
Mexican
Printing
comfortably seated.
civil
and criminal The Tucumcari Orchestra opened
Iany has prepared
dockets especially for the use ef jn the program with music which elicited
Sices of the peace. They are espeeiai-l- y prolonged applause. This orchestra,
ruled, with printed headings, in with its full instrumentation, is a won
either 8paaish r English, made of der and its fourteen members covered
good record paper, strongly and dur- themselves with glory.
ably bound, with leather back ana
Then, Chesley Thomason of the
covers and canvas sides, ball full Mountain Park High School "led off
Index la front and the fees of Justices in the race with "The Grand Prize.'
of the peso and constables printed He handled his subject well and was
4a full on the first page. Hie
vigorously applauded as he took his
Combined Civil and Cruun.-t- ... t.oi seat.
are 10
Inches. These books are
Miss Ruth Fleener was second, rep
sasde np in civtf and criminal dockets. resenting the Raton. High School
operate of W pages each, or
with 'Our National Heroes." Her's
both civil and criminal bound in
was an Interesting theme and it made
'
took, 8a pages civil and 820 pages a fine impression.

:t

'k

.

e.

Returning arrive at Santa Fe at
S:35p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
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BEGiynOOM
That good old saying, "A stitch In
time saves nine," is proved over and
over In our daily life.
For example, when you begin to
feel out of sorts, don't want to eat,
and don't seem as strong as usual,
it you would begin right away to use
Vlnol, our delicious cod liver and Iron
preparation without oil, you could
easily put yourself In good trim again
with one bottle, or less. But when
you wait and grow worse all the
time, it is bound to take more.
We Just got a letter from Mrs.
Mary Glynn of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., who
says: "When my health became rundown last March I took prompt ac
tion to improve It and was told that
Vlnol was the best thing to build me
up. Using one bottle of Vlnol has
made me well and strong again." ''
Don't put it off another day. "A: If
you feel the need of more strength
and better blood, or if one of your
family Is weak end sickly, Vlnol will
give renewed strength and energy, if
it does not, we trill give you back
your money. The Capital Pharmacy,
Santa Fe, N. M
:
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JOHN S. CLARK,
Member of the State Senate From San Miguel County.

had received a meager education
in the public schools, such as there
were in that day and place in Haywood county,
Until he
was 22, he worku' on the farm and

X He

Age 53 years.
Native of Tennessee.
Worked on the farm.
Attended public schools.
Came to Las Vegas twenty- seven years ago.
Hotel clerk.

Restaurant.
Insurance and real
business.
In sheep business.
Coal Oil Inspector.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

then the venturesome spirit that
had animated his forbears induced
him to strike West.
He arrived In Las Vegas on April
estate x 3, 1884, and since then has been busy
X with others to make the Meadow City
X the most attractive residence city in

X New Mexico.
For several years, he was clerk at
X
X the Plaza Hotel, at Las Vegas. He
X
X then went into tue restaurant busiX
X ness and later into the insurance end
X
X real estate business.
He also eugag- X
X ed in sheep growing, being associated
X
X with Governor Mills and
Elks.
X
X M. A. Otero.
Married and children.
X
Mr. Clark has taken an active part
X
X
in politics as a members of the Republican county, central committee
John S. Clark of Las Vegas, mem and also a member of the territorial
ber of the state senate from San Mi central committee of which he was
guel county, like W. H," Glllenwater chairman for several years. His son,
of Albuquerque who caused the Re- Herbert W. Clark, is the present efficient secretary of the committee.
publican debacle on November 7, Is a Mr. Clark h: s been chairman of the
Tennessean by birth. He comes ot board of commissioners of San Mian ancestry that can be traced back guel county. He has been
territorial
to the Colonial days and before that, coal oil insnector.
to England for many centuries. The
Mr. Clark is a Mason and as such
family first settled in North Carolina a Templar, and a Shriner.
He has
and then like so many other
s been
High Priest of the Chapter. He
helped to settle Tennessee.
is also an enthusiastic Elk, a member
John S. Clark was the oldest of a and leader in the Commercial
Club
family of nine children. His narent and belongs to other organizations. On
being reduced to straitened circum January 2, 1880, he married Miss Nanstances by the Civil War, John S. had nie C. Watson,
daughter of Dr. A. J.
to root for himself at an early age. Watson of
Kentucky.

Chairman boara of county com-missioners.
Territorial cental coaimit- tee chairman.
Members of county, central
committee.
Mason and Knight Templar.

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest-Rank- ed
by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest locstlon of any Military
School In the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors.
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A FINLEY:
For particulars and Illustrated catalogues address:

1

w

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

DAINTY

Caro-linan-

INVESTIGATION OF TRAFFIC
basis of a panoramic representation of
IN PLUMAGE OF BIRDS.'
the bird colony for the University
museum.
A special representative of
Nov.S.
20. An
Washington. D. C.
investigation of the traffic in plumage the department who had formerly vis
ordered by Secretary Wilson has just ited Laysan, accompanied the expedi
Deen completed.
The result shows tion, to make a report on the present
that from Los Angeles and San Fran- condition of the birds as compared
cisco to Chicago the trade in bird plu- with eight years ago. From this remage for millinery purposes was very port it appears that none of the spe
limited, apart from Chicago, where cies nesting in the island has been
aigrettes were being sold in large exterminated but there has been considerable decrease in the number of
numbers.
Preparations have been
made looking to the more stringent albatrosses.
on
enforcement of the laws restricting
Depredations were committed
the plumage trade after July 1, 1911 the Tortugas reservation by fishermen
As New York City is the receiving who, during the winter visited Bird
and distributing point for practically Key and stripped the warden's quar
all the plumage brought in from for- ters of everything movable, including
eign countries, the Shea law, prohibit- materials stored there for repairs
The cooperation
ing sale and nossession in .New York and improvements.
of much of the plumage now used for of the navy department has been se
millinery purposes, is one of the most cured and it is believed that future
important measures relatincr to nliim. trespasses on the island will be pre
age ever proposed for adoption in the vented.
As New Jersey has
united States.
adopted a similar law, it will not be THEY'RE OFF
possible to evade the New York law
THIS EVENING.
by transferring their business to Jersey City or other points adjacent tr
Tonight, after a week of preliminNew York CHy.
ary work for the end men and few
Bird Migration.
choristers, the Elks Jolly Minstrel
Secretary Wilson has Just received Band will go into their work with
some interesting and valuable infor coats off and sleeves rolled up. Mr.
mation from the Biological Survey Sapp, who is directing the fortunes of
gathered by a special investigator.
the local Dockstaders, says that from
The study of bird migration has tonight on there will be little play for
been continued and has resulted in those taking part. He promises that
the accumulation of much valuable in he will be through with the chorus
formation on the distribution, breed people not later than 9 o'clock on any
ing times, and habits of birds. This first choice will be given. Those not
information is of value as a basis for er if they report for rehearsals
The end men, the funny
legislation having for Its purpose the promptly.
proper protection of game and other end men who sing and dance and ti ll
birds. A bulletin is in preparation the funny jokes, will have to work
on the distribution and migration ot each
evening after the chorus is
herons, cranes, and rails, similar In through and the enthusiasm shown by
scope to the one recently published these joy bearers prophesies a snap
on the shorebirds. A report on the and vim
during rehearsals that will
wood rats of the genus Neotome has
them through without a flaw
also been received, and for the first bring
of any kind on the nights of the
time these native mammals are fully show.
characterized and their distribution
Tickets are going fast all over town
given. Maps show the range of every
known species inhabiting North Amer end if you want to get in on the first
early.
ica, and a brief account of their hab- night, have your seat reserved
Announcement will be ' made later
its and economic status is given.
as to the date of the, advance sale
By direction of Secretory Wilson
the survey .in cooperation with the open to the general public. For those
University of Iowa sent an expedition who have bought tickets on the streets
to Lavsan Taland. The members of or elsewhere en opportunity to get
the party acted as wardens during first choice will he given. Thotse not
.
.. trttt .n..l h. ....
holdinar tickets must take what is lift.
'
the flora and fauna some for the Bio So don't take a chance on being left-- get
your ticket now.
logical Surrey, the rest to form the

SHOES FOR
THANKSGIVING

!
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correct
of the foot is
as nice an art as the

THE

grooming of the body,
and you know that no
part of a man's or woman's rig is more at-

tractive than a pretty

foot well shod.

When you want shoes

to properly match the
new gown or suit you
will wear when going
out or receiving company, let us provide you'
with strictly
footwear, and you may
rest assured you will
get the very latest style,
the most perfect fit and
the best quality for the
least money.
up-to-d-

ate

Men's Fine Shoes, . . . $3.50 to $6.00
Men's Pumps (Oxfords, . 2.50 to 5.00

D

l

Women's Fine Shoes, . . . 2.00 to 5.00
Women's Pumps
Where

Quality
flieeti
Price

Mj&Iwv

&

7

Oxfords, 2.00 to 4.00

Qff,
"

Wee
window
Display
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If Sandoval county had remained
true to her colors, fifteen of the six
teen Republicans on the state ticket
would have been elected, instead of
only nine; and if in addition, Berna
lillo county had remained loyal, the
sixteenth would have had a walk-

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President
Vice President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
JOHN K. STAUFFER.
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.

at

Second Class

Matter at the Santa Fa

Quite a litle excitement was creat

ed by the
marriage of Miss
Laura Schooling of St. Vrain, and
Dale Dunbar of Clovis. and the quick
termination of the honeymoon by the
interference of the unwilling parents
of the girl. The girl is only fifteen
years of age and has been living with
her father and mother who have a
claim near St. Vrain, and has been in
school all season until Wednesday
when her marriage took place.
run-awa- y

over.

r.

Entered

CLOVIS CHAUFFEUR RUNS
AWAY WITH SCHOOL GIRL.

Postofflce.

course, the Teatnng news or the day,
but outside of these I read, principally, the advertisements. A man in my
position cannot keep abreast of the
times without reading the advertisements. They hold the news of the
industrial world; they tell me the latest trend of inventive and advanced
business thought. There is a guarantee, to my mind, In every advertisement; the man who has enough confidence in his goods to advertise them
boldly Is the maa who appeals to me--"

Thus far, more than forty of the
sixty Republican newspapers of New
Mexico, have spoken on behalf of Del
1.00
egate w. H. Andrews for the U. S.
Sub.
2.00 senatorship.
Perhaps, the press and
no
in
should
have
the
voice
the
50
OUR NOBILITY..
people
matter, but the day. may come when
even the .coal barons of .Colfax county,
An Arizona man who was In Chicago
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
, '
PRESIDENT TAFT ILL,
for ..the . purpose of buying
may find it quite necessary to have
recently
COLD.
SEVERE
'
WITH
It Is sent to press and people on their side.
Tfce New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
several thousand dollars'- worth of
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican! things, that he needed in his business
very postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
Washington, D. C, Nov. 20. The was entertained at one of the "counThe Range has again heard , the President's
anion the Intelligent and progressive people of tie Southwest.
cold was better today.'
clubs. ' "
voice of fts master and protests The
President intends to work in his try"Now,", said his host' before they'
H.
of
W.
the
Delegate
against
sending
library on his message to Congress went into dinner, "I wish you would
Andrews to the U. S. Senate.
The and
other important matters and will
protest comes too late, even though it receive cabinet officers and other off- do the club the honor of registering.
We like to have the signatures of all
be granted that the coal camps of icials there.
A
PECULIAR
SITUATION.
prominent men who come here."
NoMAYOR.
Colfax
of
after
NEXT
their, performance
THE
The Arizona gentleman looked at
How little reliance can be placed vember 7, are entitled to designate
Fe's
Santa
of
to
too
is
It
early speak
the register for the purpose of disin the unofficial election returns, is both senators from New Mexico.
covering what other prominent citimunicipal election, but public senti- demonstrated in the case of Otero
The Law of Advertising.
zens had written their names there,
ment is already crystalizing in favor county. The unofficial returns from
of
Chamber
of
The
the
meeting
Arthur that county were among the first re Commerce
of Mayor
and up near the top of the page he
of the
tomorrow evening !s of;
business- ceived. The totals sent to both the
noticed the name of Benjamin HoopItT
Ever
read
Seligman on a
to
cancel
sufficient importance
any
er II. A little below that ,was the
Know where It Is published?
man's ticket. Mayor Seligman has Republican and the Democratic cen and every other engagement that
name of Addison Bosworth III." EviListen!
not been a partisan as mayor, his first tral committees, as well as those pub would keep you from it. Let every
It has nothing to do with
dently Mr. Bosworth had been folinterest having always been the wel- lished in the Otero county papers of property owner and businessman join
lowed by a humorist, for under his
goods as a primary fact
fare and permanent improvement of both parties, agreed. Yet, a few days in making the Chamber of Commerce
name was written John Smith XIV.
to
with
do
It
has
first
be
to
thoughts
Fe
congrati
commissionSanta
of
the
board
the capital.
county
of Santa Fe the leader among the
ago,
If
"Well," said the Arlzonian, "these
Ideas,
you
please.
a
executive
vote
Mexers at Alamogordo canvassed the
ulated on having as its
commercial associations of New
Goods are objectified thoughts.
chaps ain't got nothin' on me, I
businessman who has made a study of "officially", although there i no war- ico.
guess."
And, If this were not true, our
municipal and civic problems end is rant at law under whic hthe county
' i '.'
So he wrote:
commerce would still be on the
afas
duties
of
the
one
In
do
to
can
this.
authorities
his
Six
"
V
killings and several stabbing
giving his time freely
"Hank Wattles I."
coon-ski- n
basis.
swapping
differ
official
figures
frays in New Mexico form today's
mayor, although his time, in dollars candidates, the
As
betour
becomes
thinking
excriminal record In the daily newspaand cents, is probably worth more from the unofficial figures to the
ter our goods and our commerce
COULDN'T LIVE LONG.
than that of most other men; in this tent of 110 votes. Other candidates pers. It isn't a thing to be very proud
and business improves accord
or"
is
but.
be
show
to
it
lesser
of
duplicated
losses,
no
is
and
is
gains
likely
yet,
There
commonwealth.
salary,
'
Ingly.
other community. The United
and very little glory, attached to the likely that the same kind of discrepa
Is
first
Every
Improvement
a
office of mayor of Santa Fe and unless ancies will be reported from other States has a reputation of being
thought.
Santa Fe can have a commission form counties. From Sierra, Luna, Sando- lawless country and the ten thousand
The law of advertising Is menof government by the tiaie the next val, Union and Quay counties, especi- or more murders that occur each year
and the man who Is so
tal,
not
is
show
which
on
returns
the
their
severe
a
indictment
are
face,
in the grosser things of
municipal election is held, and even ally,
steeped
one
to
As
that
irreconcilable discrepancies.
only
mitigated by the fact
the
material will never lead the
then, the New Mexican is for the re- Bernalillo
rum
of every ten murderers is ever puncounty, there are ugly
It is
election of Mayor Seligman.
procession of progress.
ors afloat of the returns having been ished.
He will trail along and rewell to keep an experienced, honest,
sent
were
before
with
they
tampered
ceive the reward of the camp
capable man in office. European to the office of the territorial secreD.
miss
E.
will
Mexican
New
The
follower.
cities which are ever so much better
tary. The New Mexican does not be- Tittman, the gentleman and editor,
The leaders Improve the methmanaged than American cities, have lieve these rumors but they demon- from
legislative halls next spring, but
ods and reap the benefit of the
learned this. Says the St. Louis strate the state of the
public mind. hardly Tittman, the politician and the
first skimming.
Times:
The situation is an interesting one. Democrat, who can see no good in u
Others will take what Is left.
"Upon his return from a lengthy The law provides for no unofficial re- Republican. How Mr. Tittman mourns
Thin It over and see If you
visit to Germany, Mr. Otto F. Stifel turns, it makes it the duty of no one his own
demise in his Sierra
cannot be a leader.
political
imhim
many interesting
to keep a record of the returns out- County Free Press, is gathered from
brings with
There's plenty of room.
pressions. Not all of these are new to side of the certificate in the duplicate the following expression in one of his
us, since they have been touched up- poll books. These poll books con- editorials: "Mr.
Tittman's defeat
on by other travelers, as well as by tained minute and explicit instructions therefore means a decided disadvanHONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY
Never
as to what was to be done with the
various writers and students.
to Governor McDonald's administage
theless, they continue to interest us, returns and yet, from election officers tration." However, Governor McDon- B. C. Dobbs Declares
Misleading and
Wlgson Rigby says he couldn't lire
and will do so as long as there are so to county commissioners, there are ald may manage to worry along withUntruthful Advertising Will
without his wife.
American
on
both
the
the
which
Republimany instances,
many problems
Tittman.
out
Not Bring Returns.
Jigson I guess that is about right
can and the Democratic sides where
people still are unprepared to solve.
She is worth over a million.
"There is special interest in what these instructions were either overMore than forty members of the Six
Bismark once said that of the
looked
or
willfully
disregarded.
about
this latest traveler has to say
who enter the German uni- Point league of New York attended
What the final outcome will be, ho students
A 8lnger.
the selection of mayors in some of the
go to the devil, an- the second fall luncheon of the assoat A
versities,
one
he
can
if
should
But
foretell.
it
little vocalist.
happy
to
of
cities
was
atlon
Germany.
chief
'Strange
The
larger
speaker
.Reversing numan lot.
as it is likely to be de- other third are never heard from, but 6. C. recently.
say,' he reports, 'in many cases the determined,
Dobbs, general advertising and The cricket kicks when making song.
the rest govern Europe. An Ameritwo
vote
in
the
the
prethat
termined,
The
audience does not.
naCoca-Cola
comsales manager of the
mayor of the larger cites is not a
cincts in Roosevelt county which held can statistician recentlys declared in
of Atlanta, Ga., who discussed
tive of said city. The mayors of the no
pany
of
terms
the
similar
that
election, might have defeated or
Not Hard to Believe.
cities are men trained and schooled elected
responsibility of the newspaper to
a certain candidate, then the students in American colleges and the
A certain lady called up her grocer
Its readers and advertisers. He said
for the position.'
devil
the
bar
to
the
universities
by
go
to
entire election as
that candidate is
by telephone the other morning and.
"In other, words, , It would seem to invalidated., At least, such has been room or immorality route, but it is among other things :
"To those of us who are watching after she had "sufficiently scolded the
'advisable
started
to
that
the
to
be thought
they
manage
doughnuts
the ruling of judicial, precedents in dollars
man who responded, said: '
before they went to college. In fact, the trend of newspaper publications it
municipal corporations in Germany parallel cases.
"And, what's more, the next order
Is
to
are
efforts
note
that
the
Inspiring
if the statement of one of the prize
Just as commercial organizations are
being made towards giving advertisers you get from me will be the last I'll
on
to
contest
at
oratorical
view
winners
a
the
with
with
old
economy
the
In
accordance
saying
managed
and the public that confidence which ever give you."
"There is no cloud without a silver Saturday evening regarding heredity
efficiency and integrity.
'It probably will, madam," said the
a full measure of integrity.
guarantees
"The pity of all this is that, from lining"; the final official election re- is true, father or mother started the (n virtually every city of this country voice at the other end of the wire;
the American standpoint, it will seem turns show that while Flood was in boys on the road before the boys were one or more papers are bending their you are talking to an undertaker."
efforts to the giving of a square deal; Tit Bits.
unpatriotic' if not quite humorous New Mexico instructing the people born.
that a town in need of a mayor should how to vote; the Republicans of Virpublishers who say that no unclean
insist upon having a capable man, ginia took snap judgment and played DRUNKEN ROW AT
thing can be advertised In their colProof.
CARLSBAD ENDS IN TROUBLE. umns, who will not print wildcat mineven if it had to send out of tows even by defeating three of the lead"Sir." said the astonished landlady
of
the
Democratic
inState
Senators
while
Pancho
ing
under
the
Perea,
to get just the right sort of a man.
ing and land schemes. The standard to a traveler, who
his' fcup
Virginia legislature. One had been fluence of liquor, attempted to admineven In advance of the forward for the seventh time, "you
"Nevertheless, we may be approach- the leader of the 'Senate for many ister a whipping to his wife at Carls- magazines are
are eliminating from must be very fond of coffee."
ing a point in America where the gov years; and 'was chairman of the most bad, and failed in, the attempt. He dally papers, jmi advertisement
of a
"Yes, madam, I am," he replied, "or
ernment of a city will not seem a important the finance committee; was intoxicated and was unable to their pages every
of
nature.
our
best I should never have drunk so much
questionable
Many
matter of partisan yells, and of pa- and had been for a long time. - It was
handle his wife unassisted, so had publications
stand back pf and water to get a little." Elm wood
tronage, and of torchlight processions, quite a serious, sudden as well as an two other men to hold her while he guarantee thetoday
statements in their ad Courier.
A
,v
but of getting the public work done unexpected result, because each of the delivered the
punishment which he vertising columns.
three senators had at the last ses- thought was needed. At this junction
properly and fairly."
!
"Menwho would not stoop to tell a
Effects of 1t
sion of the legislature secured a nor- Alfonso
Dominguez, a brother to the personslie have not hesitated to per
"Good beavens, Mrs.' Pinchit, what
mal school for onevof the counties of
THE ORATORICAL CONTEST.
on the scene and in petrate unspeakable frauds in - the can
woman,
appeared
be the matter with your husband
New Mexico's high schools are all his district. But notwithstanding ev- terfered and the husband drew a
name of publicity, so that many have
that he growls and swears so at you
en that, the Republicans defeated them
led
to
as
a
right.
been
regard advertising
and turned upon him. Domin
whenever you open the door of the
Her colleges are a source of pride. at the election. If Flood will leave guez, knocked the pistol from his gross exaggeration.
w if
a
or
more
two
the
State
time
library?"
just
of
"The 'survival
the fittest' lnflu
The oratorical contest on Saturday
hand and picked up a piece of piping
"I interrupt him when he's Writing
f
about election time those
evening was a revelation to most of
about two feet long which was close nee has been bringing about a radi- one of
his articles on how to bring
Republicans might capture by and struck Pancho over the head, cal change In this condition. It did
those who attended. It is true, that
into other people's lives."
each contestant represented the best both Houses of the Virginia legisla- knocking him unconscious. A scalp not take long to realize that mislead sunshine
from each school and college, yet, it ture; which would give joy Unconfined wound about two or three inches in ing and untruthful advertising would
.
not bring returns that the dishonest
Asking Largely. '
is evident that if the high ideals ex- in state and nation.
length was inflicted. Believing he advertisers
Miss Backbay (turning from the pi
could not achieve a perma
pressed in the orations are implanted
President Taft on his last trip to had killed him, Alfonso came to Carls- nent success any .more than a dishon- ano) Mr. Cabokia, you are familiar
in the youths attending school, all is
bad and gave himself j to the author- est
merchant or manufacturer. There with Sir Walter Scott's "Lay of the
well with the New Mexico of tomor- Georgia was surprised when he learned ities.
carIs a mqral responsibility in advertl
Last Minstrel," are you not?
row. The thoroughness and care with that the Republicans had actually
the
.
Mr. Cabokia Yes, indeed; it's one
ing an untruth."
which the speakers had prepared for ried fifty counties of the state at maof my favorites. Please sing it be
the contest, made each oration a gem last election and had carried the
A
LIBERAL
OFFER
of the counties in three congresfore you quit, won't you? i
i v
that held the interest, although the jority
sional districts. But the Democrats We Guarantee to Relieve Dyspepsia
Advertising Boosts Lapd Prices.
was
an
older
program
long. Many
Missouri lands have Increased in
control of the election machin- If We Fail the Medicine Costs
orator should have ' learned the les- having
SHOULD HAVE KNOWN BETTER
in the last year on a state-wid- e
of the Congressional districts and
price
ery
Nothing.
son from it that with due preparato
an
four
from
dollars
three
acreage
To
to
the
unquestionably prove
.
tion, no speaker need be tiresome. As
acre. The prospect is that this will
people that indigestion and dyspepsia be doubled
and even quadrupled In a
and in a Democratic House it was can be
relieved and that
permanently
men who think they are orators, tire
tew years.
of no use trying to contest Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets will
clearly
' their auditors because
bring
no time is
about this result, we will furnish the to The increase Is attributed directly
spent in preparation.
back into the Republi- medicine
The
advertising, in the report of Chief
swinging
absolutely free if it fails to Commissioner
It was different Saturday evening. can column of the states of New York
John H. Curran of the
give satisfaction to iny one using it. Missouri state board of
The orations demonstrated not only and New
immigration.
at the last election,
The remarkable success of Rexall It is on the
careful study but elegant diction, log- makes it Jersey,
figures compiled by the
the
for
impossible
practically
is.
Tablets
due
to the high board that the above statement Is ts
ical reasoning, consecutive thought Democrats to win in
the next con- Dyspepsia
and earnest conviction. If any criti- test for
degree of scientific akill used in devis. sued.
" ;
next
for
President
they
year;
their formula as well as to the
cism is to be made, it is of the dead
"The work of advertising the state
cannot
New York and ing
win
without
care exercised in their manufacture. by the newspapers, the board, the real
earnestness of the speakers; the ut- New
with
ter lack of the sense of humor, which the Jersey; and particularly
the
whereby
properties of state and land men and other. InfluRepublicans having a good chance
e
seems to come to most people only
and Pepsin have ences has resulted In an actmti in
of carrying Maryland, as that state
after they are through with their now
been combined with Carminatives and crease in value and price of Missouri
has a Republican
governor; other
'
youth and have stored away some of and it is conceded
land from three to four dollars on an
agents.
the
that
Republi
Bismuth-Subnitrattheir ideals as too good for this earth. cans have a
are
and
average of every acre in the state,
PepBin
chance
of
good
carrying
Taken all in all, the oratorical conwith the lmedlate prospect of betzg
and
constantly
employed
recognized
next
at
the
election.
test was a fitting climax to the most the legislature
by the entire medir-aprofession as in- doubled and even quadrupled In a lew
successful and the most important
the votes next week will valuable in the treatment " ofjndiges- - gears," the report reads.
The report Is the authority for the
meeting that the New Mexico Educa-- . beCanvassing
uon ana oyspepsia.
.
a
and
tedious
job.
tional .Association has ever held.
The Pepsin used in Rexall dyspep- following estimates:
With from sixty to a hundred Candi
Henderson Do you find fault with
In northern Missouri the rise ts
' 1
Tablets is carefully prepared so
sia
in
six
hundred
dates
each of
precincts,
five to Ui dollars an acre on an your wife's cooking?
from
Judge W. M. Conley of California, some 50,000
as
to
efficiency.
develop"!
its
will have to be
greatest
figures
Henpeck
Quit
kidding.
your
result of the wide pubcommenting upon the fact that there
column
and Pepsin supplies to the digestif ap- average, the
Is one divorce to every three mar- jotted in their properadded
com paratus one of the most important el- licity given the comparison of the
and
checked,
rechecked,
Foolish Mary.
lands with similar lands of surroundinsists that
riages in Los Angeles
If each of the three members ements of the digestive fluid. With'women haven't enough to do and that pared.
f tates. Missouri farm lands In the Mary had a little phrase,
of the canvassing board, and possible out it the digestion and assimilation ing
She used It all the time,
north sold for from $45 to $100 an Bhe'd
they should be compelled to cultivate
from each of the great of food are impossible.'
say a thins was "VerrL eute,1
while similar lands in northern
acre,
flower and vegetable gardens in or- representatives
If
Billy or sublime.
return and , The Carminatives possess proper- Illinois and Iowa
scrutinize
every
parties,
brought from $90 to
der to keep their thoughts from the
figure, as they ought to do, not ties which aid in- relieving the distur $250. 8L Louis Republic.
divorce courts. Parenthetically he de- every
Hie Impediment.
more than two counties a day will be bances and pain caused by undigested
clared that "eighty per cent of the canvassed and with twenty-si"Boss, would you help a poor gent
coun food. The combination of these inmen in California earn about f 75 a ties to be
it may be two, if gredients makes a remedy Invaluable A Captain of Industry on Advertising. what ain't able to work?"
month and some women spend a not three tabulated,
' One
"Why, you look strong. What keeps
from November 27, for the complete relief of
weeks,
morning last winter an author, you
indigestion
month's wages to get a feather for before the final result is announced.
from working?"
,
,
name
known
whose
is
'.
the
throughout
and dyspepsia.
i
"Me blooming pride, gent." '
their hat.'" He should have balanced
a
called
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Upon
country,
so
are
wealthy
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of
we
certain
this
that
New'
The
mur
five
Mexican
records
that statement by another, that many
one of the country's captains of Inmen spend more for cocktails than ders today. While politics were at urge you to try Rexall Dyspepsia Tab'
He found the famous bust-nes- s
Contrary Expf'ewe"
on
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lets
own
personal guarantee. dustry!
they allow their wlve and children white heat, the murder lust seemed
"Poor
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man
in
surrounded
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fly
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mall
Dally, per week, by carrier..... .25 Weekly, six months
Daily, per asonth, by carrier.... .75
.65 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, par year, by mail........ 7.00 Weeky, per quarter

S3.50

............
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security.' Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets" for its customers. Buys and sells
'domestic "and foreign exchange and ' makes ''telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency; public or private. Liberal advances made oh consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ, Cashier.
ng

money-transmitti-

L. A. HUGHES,

n

j

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,

j

'
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

.

--

How Abo.ut

ThatFire Insurance?
:

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

--

Then, Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS,

:

:

I

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

'

e

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

.

one-thir-

Sash, Doors,

had-sen-

t'

Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Casings, Base,

Office, Bar, Bank arid Church Fixtures
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom

v

..

id!

well-know- n

Bismuth-Subnitrat-

e

.

Ceiling,
Custom Work,

also General Cabinet
Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
W; solicit a liberal share of your patronafe.

Scations,

Etc.

Estimates cheerfully furnished

:PimHESeHr.' & SON
Phone Black

33166.

Rubber Stamps.
WrIEN

YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE, OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REfeEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

SAME

1

"wide-awakte-

Wainscotting,

Door

d

nine-tenth-

.

Window Frames,

Mouldings,

PRICE LIST.

....

J

.
15c
Stamp, not oyr p-- Inches feme
Each additional line en stamp......
10c
,.....J..
One-liand not over' 3
inches long.. 20c
Stamp, over 2
Each additional Hneoa stamp......
isc
e
stamp, over 3 f3 anil not over 5 inches long. :.. 25c
'
Each additional line on same stamp. . . . ,
20c
One-liStamp, over 5 inches long per inch . s . . . . ... . .4 . . 16c
Each additional line, same price, (Curved line
on Stamp count as two Hnea).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long. .
..25c extra
Larger sizes at roportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
inch in size, w charge far on ttae for each
lf
inch or fraction.

One-li- ne

ne

1-

1-

-2

-2

One-lin-

--

ne

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater

...........

80c
any town and date, for
mch.
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
Inch.. .. .. .. 50c
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
inch.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
inch.. .. 25c
Defiance Model Band Dater
m
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Weed Ctrt
1.50
Pearl Check Protector. . . . i. . .
1-

-2

1-

-3

1-

-4

1- -8

SELF-INKIN11-2- x2

2
4

3-- 4,

15
35

eta ;

2x3

3-- 4,

1- -4

25 cts ;
60 cts;

21-4-

2,

x3

28

cts ;

2,
4
75 cts;
Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS,

cts;

3
x 9, 85 cts. All colors.
4,

x4

jq

STAMP PADS.;

G

1--

x7

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
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and Thomas P. Hill of Senta Fe arrived here last night for a few Jays'
PERSONAL MENTION
visit, in Albuquerque. Albuquerque
Journal.
W. T. Conway, head of the extension
THOSE
F. W. White, the well known typeof the New Mexico Coldepartment
El
Paso.
writer salesman, is here from
h
Fan
and Mechanic
lege of Agriculture
Judge Merrltt C. Mechem of So- Arts, left yesterday for his home in Novelty
corro spent yesterday at Albuquerque. Las
Cruces.
Professor John Milne returned to
and Dress Shapes.
Miss Eugenia Maye Roy who has
on
home
at Albuquerque
his
Saturday; been in the city attending the EducaMrs. Charles Wagner has gone, to tional Association
SEE THEM AT
convention, left yesCuba, Sandoval county, to visit rela- terday evening for Tucumcari where
tives.
A.
she is teaching school.
George Curry Is conH. B. Hening, immigration commis-s'onefined to his room at the Normandie
who was in the city Saturday, leans, who has spent the past few
by illness.
has returned to his home in Albuquer- months in this city, leaves tomorrow
of
Mount
Fornoff
the
Fred
Captain
que after a conference 'with Governor
morning' for Espanola, Rio Arriba
ed Police, Went to Tucamoari on last Mills on
immigration matters.
where he will practice medicounty,
Thursday.
A. C. Thomas, a well known busicine.
Dr.
Livingston is a graduate of
of
Instruc
Public
Superintendent
nessman of Santa Fe, underwent a
the famous Tiilane University and has
tion J. 12. Clark went. to. Albuquerque seriouB surgical
at
operation Saturday
i
.' '
on Saturday.
St. Vincent's Sanitarium. He is re practiced medicine for several years
He came out to New
R. H. Boulware of Silver City, new ported today doing as well as can be in Mississippi.
Mexico to enjoy its climatic advanly elected member of the House, wasexpected,
and says that he thinks the Suntage
at the Palace hotel yesterday.
r. m. Bruchman. an Indian trader
the healthiest place on
Superintendent of Public Instruc- - of Winslow, Arizona passed through shine State
a place to get well and keep
Alvan N White has return- - the city Saturday on his way to Monte- - earth,
vi nJn
nrnll
liilnnntnn
Tt TIjlViUKOlUU
tnnnv
Ilia, iij
llluu
ed to his home at Silver City.
vista, Colo., where he shipped 23.000 VVll. l7rt urinehia chnrr snlmirn hfro
'
A..
B. Renehan has returned sheep over the Denver & Rio Grande
Mrs.
and no doubt he will make many at
a
from Buffalo and Waterloo, N. Y., railway.where she had been visiting friends.: Antonio Lucero, the newly elected Espanola.
Malaquias Martinez, territorial coal secretary of state of New Mexico, was BLOODY FIGHT IN
oil inspector is here from Taos to at-- in the city Saturday to attend the
SUBURB OF ALBUQUERQUE.
to business connected with his torical contest in which his daughter
'took a prominent part, winning the As the result of a
office.
fight in Duranes, near Albuquerque,
Cleofes Romero, Nathan Salmon silver medal in the college section.
4 and 5
Miss Mary E. Liisette of this city, yesterday morning between
and Henry P. Bardshar have gone to
is
Atanasio
Baca
at his
o'clock,
lying
Rio
Miss
Arriba county, turkey and
Etta D. Thompson of
Coyote,
home badly cut on the arms end face,
on
dolph, 111., were in Albuquerque
W. E. Johnson, "Pussyfoot" by nick- - Saturday on their way to Paeuate. and Eduardo Baca and Jose Jaramillo
name, was in the city yesterday, hav- - Valencia county, where Miss Disette are in the county jail, charged with
assault with a deadly weapon.
on is industrial teacher
ing come down from Espanola
among the Pi
business.
leblo Indians.
Miss Ella Shafranka of Rinconada,
Miss AddIe Merrili and Misg Anna
was in the city yesterday visiting Merrill. Miss Musser and Mis Cava. NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
friends.
Her father is a prominent naugh, who have been attendine the
MRS R. LOPEZ.
orchardlst.
'educational association's convention
forest
Shampooing
in
Manicuring
the
E. H. Clapp. formerly
left yesterday for their home in Las
Hair Dressing Massaging
service in this district, but now of -- Vegas. While here thev were wiris- Chiropody.
Washington, D. C, is an Albuquer tered at the Sanitarium.
Chief Justice William H. Pope will Fron Ro m Over F. Andrews' Store
que visitor.
John R. McFie, Jr. son of Judge arrive this week from Rcswell for the
and Mrs. John R. McFie, has gone to canvassing of the vote of November
Gallinas Canon, San Miguel county on 1, he being one of the three meniDers
PLAZA BAKERY
a hunting trip.
cf the canvassing board, and als.i fo."
Miss Gladys Mandell, an attractive the session of the snnrem
mllr FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
Duke City girl who has been visiting Which convenes next week.
Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
Miss onofre Wagner, returned to nen Mrs. Leona Logue and MlgfJ Grace
home yesterday.
coigan, teachers of Raton, who have Confectionery, Fruits and Groceries
Homer Neel, the well known engi- - been attending the educational cnn. FreshCreamPuffs
Wednesday 4 Saturday
neer who has been in Cerrillos on im- - vention, returned home yesterday
Phone, 152 Red.
portant bridge work is back in the morning. Mrs. Logue had the honor
AMADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.
ot being one of the judges at the oracity for a few days.
Sectetary-Elec- t
Antonio Lucero of torical contest Saturday night.
Michael Stanton, the popular lessee
Las Vegas, was in Santa Fe on Satur- day in attendance at the oratorical of the Elks theater, prominent Elk
and successful antoist, left this morn
contest at the capitol.
President E. P. Ripley of the Santa ing in his car for Hot Springs, ArTHE TIME TO BUY
Fe system, on Saturday passed Lamy kansas, to visit his brother. He will
WATER BOTTLES
HGT
vu Ills way U) ills wiuicr uuiue ai. (jun travel all the way overland and in his
absence. Howell Ervien will manacre
ta Barbara, California.
Is now. We have just received
0. E. Dow, L. A. Dow, John Larson, tee tneater.
alarfelinedirect fromfactory,
Mrs. cnanes Kathburn and mother,
J. M. Hartley, Jr, and E. C. Kooken
thereby iosurinf fresh foods.
are visitors here from Hopkins, Mo.! Jiis. Chapman of Las Vegas, have
j rived in Santa Fe, to Join M's P.ath- are at the Coronado.
John Ervien, son of Land Commis- - burn a brother, K. M. "hupr.,in of the
sloner and Mrs. R. P. Ervien, left yes- - School of American Archaeology and
Mrs. Rath-- a
terday for AlbaqUerque and will go on New MexIco'.Museum.
hurn has taken the positon of stenog- surveying trip for several weeks,
, William A. Tipton, W. B.
Grisby rapher with ihose institutions.
Former governor Miguel A. Otero
j
PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS, (attended a large meeting of directors
Your druggist will refund money If of a mining company of New Mexico,
PAZO OINTMENT faila to cure any at Chicago recently and then went to
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or , Notre Dame, Indiana, to deliver an
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 60 address to the boys at the college of
Notre Dame. Thence he will go to
New York to visit friends before returning home.
Clyde Earl Ely, former quartermasGO. ter sergeant of Admiral Bob Evans'
KAUIIE
staff and, formerly of the city staff of
:
Kansas uity star, was in the city
Wnere Prices Are Lowest y
wends and re.
lurnea to nis rancn near Espanola.
FOR
Mr. Ely came down to attend the re
We fuaraatee each and every Bot- ception at the Palace of Governors
SAFE QUALITY
tie we sell to last one year.
and the Young People's dance at Li4
brary hall Saturday night.
BROS. CO., J
Professor Roscoe C. Bonney, superintendent of schools at Springer, Col4
Always Reliable
fax county, who attended the meetings
DRUGGISTS
COFf
of ' the educational
convention, left
Phone, Red Ml. NiihtPhone,Red58. J
yesterday morning for his home.
While in the city he was the guest
Poor coffee is an un
of John W. Roberts at his home on
wholesome
drink.
To
Grant avenue. Professor Bonney is
begin the day by drinking
a graduate of Chicago University and
has been associated with education
it clouds an otherwise
in New Mexico for the past nine
cheerful mind. See to
&
years. '
have
that
.
it, then,
you
Miss Lena Griffith and Miss Felice
Hilton of Socorro, were the guests of
PAINTING
Chase & Sanborn's
Miss MacGibbon during the convention
Coffee
Grade
High
of the Educational' 'Association. They
with its fragrant
returned ' to their home last night
While here, the young ladies were the
aroma and
recipients' of many social attentions.
perfect
Miss Hilton is a sister of the members
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
II
color
of the Hilton Musical Trio which gave
such a pleasing concert in Santa Fe PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
two summers ago. Miss Griffith is the
305 San Francisco Street. .
daughter of District Attorney J. E.
JUST IN
Griffith.
XXXXXXXXXXXSSX3C3S
New: (1911) Crop of ENGLISH WAL
Attorney A. B. Renehan has returned from Chicago and states that the
NUTS and ALMONDS
litigation over the famous book of
Charles A. Siringo called "A Cowboy
I
in, Fresh Stock of Detective" is over, and that the book
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Discount

Your Patronage Solicited

MISS

'P.

U- - F. STEPHENS, Cwhier,
"
.
Asst. Cashier

President

,..t..W. L

'.,.

GRIFFIN.

.

MUQLER.

art
outing used in our mens's Pajamas, Night Shirts, at
A nice, soft, fluffy, reliable grade of high

J

a living price, $1.00,

.

kr,

Ml

Established

Vo-

185.

-

-j

Incorporated I90J.--

:

WIN

Union Suits.

We are prepared to save you a little money on
your purchases of any one of the above garments.

r,

B. LAUGHLIfl.

Night Gowns, Pajamas,

MEN

cy Feat ers

Does a General Banking Business

1.2S

1

....

and $1.50.

Ladies' Night Gowns, the same materials at a
similar range of prices.
Ladies' Muslin Gowns always at a price that is
usually surprising to all alike.

,

Profits go with the Thermometer
and at the Right Season on

IVE

tion-ele-

We carry three grades of Union Suits. The first
Is a medium weight, velvet finish, interlocking garment that is very satisfying, at the popular price
of $2.25. Another, a little heavier, part wool, $2.25.
Still another, heavier, at $2.50.

Sj

no

-

ora-ten-

SEASONABLE GOODS

three-cornere- d

Ladies' and Misses' Union Suits, 75c, $1.30, $2.50

j

MEN K

Lounging Robes, Bath

j

A

Sweater Coats, all ' Colors and Qua! ities

Men's Fancy Shirts
Better,

Monarch and Cluett
Plaited and Plain.
Lines-No-

ne

Done PflMDRH
OLUU Itlhll UIIUU. UUIII ii mi I,
1

Box, 219.

:

:

i

.

--

:

:

:

Phone 36

fs:

Let us tell you about a
house, good location, fruit trees,
shade treesv lawngood out buildings
m

ii

;. $1,000 Handles the Proposition

I

$1,000

119 San Francisco5t

Phone, Red 189.

;

5S

That is the word
with us. The
ing apparel we sell

IDEAL

is as near the ideal as the best artists and
most expert workmen can make them, for
men and women.

JULIUS H. GERDES.

a

S.

BUTT

Carriage

Automobile

SIGN PAINTING

Beautiful Hand Painted China
--

Arti
Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any
'
;
cle That You Might Be Interested In.

Tle Very
N

;;

--

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details

H. C. YONTZ, '"K"

Just

a

Aunt Jemima's Famous
PANCAKE FLOUR

MJLLI5AN

Directors
RISING, Funeral
PICTURE FR AMINO

4

'

v

I

Also Scudder's Maple Syrup

108 Palace Avenue
SijW Phone,

Baya..d

i

Phone, 130 Red.

l

PRICE-MAKE-

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home
HAVE some fine Sets of China for the table,
Also Kitchen

WE asCabinets
many pieces as you wish.
a
make

that
cooking delight. Wilton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
your eyes and "dress up" the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

.

REAL ESTATE.

SURETY BONDS,

C

" Santa " saye about the early buyer.

i

O.C. WATSON & CO. I.
INSURANCE,

&

P. S We forgot to say that we are now beginning to
show our Xmas line of new novelties. You know what

ar-Th-

six-roo-

THE

THE MASTER TAILORS.

i

nri mm
P.O.

W. N. TOWNSEND

H. S. KAUfJE

8

CO.

J. P. Steed

& Son

will soon come from the press. A
great stir was made over this publicaCARPENTERS
tion by the Pinkerton Detective Agency who went into the courts and seAND CABINET MAKERS.
cured a temporary injunction restrainMr. Renehan
ing its publication.
says that New Mexico affairs are FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER

iransierrea w- - us winay uity ana
white he was there several meetings
effecting the development of the territory, were held..
: Dr. W. H.
Livingston of New Or--

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

S,GN POUTING NEATLY

All Work Guaranteed.

DOSE.

Phone,

led
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if

Silk Head Scarfs,
Sweaters and Aviation Caps,
Kimonos Material,
All in

V

II
K

It

Great Abundance of Style and Material.
K

tt

ft'
ft
ft
ft
ft

i

K

ADOLPH

CO.

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

XSSXXXXXXSXXXIt

K

s

X

X X X

X X X

Just a Word About Bonds
Of course you

want to

do BUSI-

NESS RIGHT, with a COMPANY
that is RIGHT, on a form that is
RIGHT, and at RATES that are
RIGHT. Why not get acquainted

with

THE NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY.

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black No. 52

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black

No.

229 Residence

..MILLINERY..
WE KNOW
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED 1
for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
125 Palace

Avenue

MRS. W. UNDHARDT,

115

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL
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Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
THE EYES. Our display rooms are open for your
are
and
where
It
it. It saves
your
pay for,

SAVES
on
you
light bill
using
right
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the Idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

You

by having

r15ITA

i

'"Aak

-

UK TATBR

UGBT. CCDPAPI Y, TASHIHGTCW . STREET.
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Bflkinii Powdor Biscuits dcSnottiee?

M.

MONDAY,

NOVEMBER 20, 1911.

Ci
The Fountain Head of Life
Is The StomachS )

FOREST EFFECT

The Leasing Alternative.
Light as a Feather
The difficulties involved in the ad- By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of t ministration of the present law sug- the Boston Cooking School Magazine
CLIMATE
gest the wisdom of considering the
A man who has a weak and impaired stomach and who does not
a
other
method
of
namely
dispositon,
I
Baking Powder Biscuits made by this
properly digest his food will soon find that his blood has become
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Fisher
Secretary
system.
leasing
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recipe are so far ahead of ordinary
weak and impoverished, and that his whole body is improperly and
a
be
well
has
that
"It
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stated,
king powder biscuits that, if once tried,
Weather
insufficiently nourished.
Is
Bureau
Making
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
liberal
but
wisely protected leasing
you will never use any other recipe.
'
Dr. PIERCE'S GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY
Observations to DeterTry it the next time you run short of law would be found to promote devel1910
stomach
flow
In
the
of
1st
makes
effect
the
Down)
atroai, promotes
(Read
(Read Up)
Sept,
bread, jsave inis recipe.
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opment more vigorously than any sys111
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diiestive Dices, restores the lost appetite, makes
tem of outright purchase."
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19 , Miles
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the
liver
and
assimilation
perfect,
invigorates
The greatest advantage of the leasa iu
and enriches the blood. It Is the treat blood-make- r,
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T 5t)
.
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s
4 00
Moines. N. M...Ar
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'and
both
and restorative nerve tonic. It makes men
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system,
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7 40
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PURE
3 60
FOOD
Kumaldo
INVESTIGATION
to the public, is relief from the capi
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stronQ In body, active In mind and cool In lud&emenU
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3 30
Dedrnan
3 16
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tal outlay now required in the acqui- 20
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This "Discovery" is a pure, glyceric extract of American medical roots,'
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sition of the large acreage absolutely
50
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Thormon
drugs. All its
absolutely free from alcohol and all injurious,
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Be
to
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Meteorological
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necessary for a modern mine. This
ingredients are printed on its wrappers. It has no relationship with secret
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...Ollflon House N.M
Published For Benefit of
1 30
.10 00
nostrums. Its every ingredient is endorsed by the leaders in all the schools of
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Ar
argument advanced against the presRaton, N. M
medicine. Don't accept a secret nostrum as a substitute for this
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ent policy of valuing the public coal
Ar 10 15
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Shipping
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49
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Ollfton House
remedy or known composition. Ask your neighbors. They must know of
lands at even conservative prices thus
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cures made by it during past 40 years, right in your own neighborhood.
C Baking Powder Biscuits
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becomes an argument for a leasehold
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Weather Bureau to prepare for
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Stage leaves Ute Park, N', M., for Klljjfii.thtown. N. 11., at 9:00 a. m, dally except comes out. Never knead baking powder of coal now mined under lease meets in the preparation of these charts, the of navigable rivers for, the purpose "Washington, the Model City."
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aadays. Fare fc uo one way $3.50 ouiyjKtrip fifty pound bastgaate carried free.
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a hot oven. In placing biscuits in the of reserving the western resources for been issued for their use. The. popuof Agriculture might expend clouds of smoke and from objectiont. G. DEDMAN,
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advertising will parti.
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fire, in cooperation able
to touch. Small biscuits are better than der the present system of sale the continues amongmeteoroligical
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In the meetings devoted to Conlarge ones. Large biscuits do not have proceeds from the coal lands go dir wireless telegraph service and the with the states, similar lands in state cipate
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Have you seen the new K C Cook's Book? through the reclamation fund, and it ducted
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Intimate work that may te done to
the Federal Government in any state
Brimful of appetizing recipes that simply must is proper to expect that any leasing various wireless telegraph companies
should not exceed the amount spent beautify homes, and neighborhoods
be successful every time if the few simple direclaw would make similar disposition and the latter at the seacoast stations
tions are carefully followed. You would gladly
by the state itself in the cooperative surrounding will be described by sucof the Atlantic and Pacific
pay 50 cents for this valuable book, yet we send of the proceeds.
coasts, work. Other states which have
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it absolutely free upon receipt of the colored cersign cessful campaigners along this line
serviceable ed similar
Other objections express a fear that have been particularly
KC leaking
tificate packed
Miss Zona Gale, the'novelist, will read
agreements
cooperative
Powder. Jaqces Mto. Co., Chicaao. Small the cost of coal to the consumer to marine interests.
Twelve wrecks with the Government are Maine, New another of her original "Friendship
cans do not have Cook's Book certificates.
would be increased; but the royaltj occurred between Cape Henry and Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Village" stories.
Leroy Boughner,
paid into the United States treasury Hatteras during the year, all of which Connecticut, New Jersey, New York, of Minneapolis, will describe the reTHE WEST NEEDS
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by
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markable results secured in that city
Wisconsin Minnesota and Oregon.
COAL LAND LEGISLATION. can be no greater a tax upon the conMEXICO CENTRAL to Terraaca,
sumer than the royaKy paid to the vice to the officials in charge of the
con- by the transformation of all vacant
The
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Secretary
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Weather Bureau telegraph stations at
Shall the Government Lease or Sell state of Colorado or to a railroad land
cluded that the most effective way lots into vegetable and flower gardens.
company. The average price of bitu- Cape Henry, Hatteras and Manteo, to use the money available would Responding to a general demand for
Its Coal Deposits Asks Director
information about Municipal Art Comminous coal at the mine in the United who promptly telegraphed the infor- be by
of Geological Survey.
requiring, as a preliminary to
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interested. It is estimated that fully
of the
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West of the one hundredth meridian ally includes a royalty to private own $328,250 was saved through the assis- state for cooperative fire protection, New York Commission, of tell
such organicreation and functions
lies the nation's greatest coal reserve ers or an equivalent interest charge, tance rendered the vessels as the re- that the state authorities should sub- zations.
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estimated at more than a million either of which would probably be sult of these reports. Timely Infor- mit a definite plan showing in detail
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American Civic Association is
tons of anthracite, bituminous,, . and greater than any government royalty. mation of 18 casualties on Lake Hu- exaotly what was proposed to do, 'theThe
recognized national organization.
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States. This fuel reserve is the key
out from the Weather Bureau station
- efforts for their physical development.
to the present and future develop- essary for original investment and the at Alpena, Mich., as a result of infor ar rarfniiv Aminpri hv thn Tipnumbers thousands of individuals
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Forest Effects on Climate.
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By direction of Secretary Wilson, navigable streams,
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study of the entire question of forest
ine other objection to the lease effects upon climate and stream flow-Th-e administration by capable state offi
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cials. It was decided for the present
The West needs and has a right to system is that based upon fears of
experiment stations at Wagon year that the amount spent in any
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management
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for
Gap, Colo.,
demand full opportunity for developinefficient
administration or even purpose of this investigation, is now one state by the National Government
ment, but that does not include the
Palace.
maladministration.
If we look out on a firm basis, and a complete series should be limited to $10,000.
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right to inflict an unearned specula across
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tax
the future consumer. The
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ment will be used solely for paying H. B. Hening, Albuquerque.
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coal operator may justly ask two governmental leasing system for coal the last eight months.
Ethel Hickey, Albuquerque.
The state officials select
lands is not a theory but an actual meteorological stations are also main patrolmen.
things first, the right to occupy an working fact. The
W. S. Cook, Albuquerque.
to
the
these
approsubject
patrolmen,
peo tained in the Coconino National For
area sufficiently large for economic
Mrs. M. Bell, Denver.
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of the Australasian states have est in Arizona, and in the Fremont val of the Department of Agriculture.
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Colorado,
too great investment risks. Both of
but indeed preferable to from which will be available for study Government show where each of ' M. R. Williams, Las Vegas.
practicable,
these factors are in reality of hardly the sale of coal lands. In New Zea
Antonio Lucero, Las Vegas
and comparison in connection with these patrolmen will be located, the
:
less interest to the public "han to the land, where for 80
Fern Ainsworth, Raton.
the laws the records at Wagon Wheel Gap. approximate routes of patrol, and all
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L. C. May, New York.
operator, for upon them depends In have permitted to the operator a However, it should be understood that matters necessary to a clear under
the last analysis much that deter choice of either sale or lease of pub- results
of the state's plan of fire
A. Weeks, New York.
re- standing
obtained in this semi-arimines prices and concerns, general lic mineral lands, a conclusive argucontrol including the location of look
M. B. Mussman, City.
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approximate
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neighbors can administer a lease law Allegheny and White Mountain re only by the development of a care
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Is Our Law Adequate?
fully worked out, well manned, and) Charles Miller, City.
The large holdings of coal land In ators in New Zealand prefer operation
Ella Shafranka, Rinconada. '.
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July l, 1907, have included a period ol 101, a net
the
material
(
upon
welfare,
'
public
Coronado.
of
gain
structures devised for the display of benefits which accrue to
Industrial depression and slow recovmunicipaliMalaaulas Martinez. Taos.
tod afl Foreifo
Corn appeared to be over bought meteorological
In
the
instruments
'
0. S., Canada. Mexico
as
with
contrasted
ery
preceding per but rallied owing to the strength of
ties, both large and small, incident
Pedro Valdez, Coyote.
CMitrks
public parks or Important thoroughiod of boom conditions. So far as Its
P. Archuleta, Coyote.
wheat May opened unchanged to a fares of large cities, have met with to the modernizing and beautifying
provision for pricing is concerned, the shade lower at 64
of streets and parks and even vacant
D.
E. Dow, Hopkins, Mo.
to 64
commendation.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
universal
i
Special
present law appears to be as satisfac touched 64
L. A. Dow, Hopkins, Mo.
and recovered to 65c. forms of apparatus promising to give lots In business as well as in residenas
a
can
law
sale
be.
tial communities.
tory
The close was
with May c
iuuu uansuu, noptuns, jno.
satisfactory results In the accurate
In one serious respect, however, the net lower a 64 easy
Secretary Fisher will preside over J. M. Hartley Jr., Hopkins, Mo.
mounof
snowfall
measurement
in
the
present law is absurdly out of accord
Oats suffered from lack of demand tain regions of the West were instal the evening session of December 13,
E. C. Kooken, Hopkins, Mo.
D. BARNES,
with good mining practice, in that it May started at
W. H. Thompson, Hamilton!, Can
Saturday night's level, led late in the season at a very few when the needs of the national parks
restricts legal purchases to a maxi 50c, and eased off
to 49 8 to 50c.
selected stations.
Work upon the will be presented by distinguished admum of i.60 acres for an individual
Heavy selling on the part of a lead- apparatus for the absolute measure vocates of a more widespread appreDionisio Cordova. Cordovai
and of 640 acres for an association. ing packing concern made
provisions ment of solar radiation has been car- ciation of the great national playThe fixed charges of a modern coal veak. Initial sales showed a drop of ried forward
J. Horace McFarland of
and a number of com grounds.
mine so equipped as to safeguard life 2 2 to 20c with May at 16.35 to 16.70
- ,
That Contain Mercury,
have been made with differ Harrisburg Pa., president of the, as
parisons
and property and to secure maximum for pork, 9.471-- 2 to 9.521-- for lard ent
of receivers and bridges, sociation, in his annual address will as mercury will surely f&eetroy the
types
recovery are too' high to be assessed and 8.70 for ribs.
1
The seismographs at Washington answer the question "are national sense of smell and completely deagainst ' the tonnage or so small a
Successor to B. P. Williams
were maintained In operation through parks worth while?" and will urge range the whole system wfhen entering
Sugar Drops Ten Cents.
tract. The homestead law expresses
New York, Nov. 20. All grades of out the year but no work of a selsmo-- upon the Congress the creation of a It through the mucous surfaces. Such
f have purchased the entire stock of Horses and equipment formerly
IS
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIRST X the spirit of American institutions in refined sugar were reduced ten cents logical character was done at any of Federal Bureau of National Parks, articles should never be used except
CLA88 LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night W that it has encouraged every citizen a hundred pounds today. the other stations, notwithstanding calling attention to the met that en prescription from refutable physito own a home, but there is neither
furnish you with any kind o a rig you may want I will endeavor
the general call from a number of President Taft In bis last annual mes- cians, as the damage thj.ey will do ts
' sources
Miss Marie Hellerne Touzel.
Bureau sage, impressed upon the House and ten fold to the good you, can possibly
that the Weather
fa give prompt ana efficient service and trust to merit your patronage, ft sentiment nor sense in a proposition
to sell at a low price 160 acres of coal
Senate the Importance of such a bu derive from them.
Ht ill's Catarrh.
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, president of engage In this important work."
reau.
The creation and maintenance Cure, manufactured by "F. J. Cheney
was
of
Forest
New Mexico,
the University
Fire Protection.
AT HA CAM CDU'ie'A cfl
recreation re- ft Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no merA
suddenly called to Albuquerque last
agreement entered by the States of state
Pbooe
Red
Santa Fe, N.N
week from attendance at the conven- into between the U. S. Department servations will be discussed and re- cury, and is taken internally, acting
; Relieves CATARRH
of; tion of the New Mexico Educational of Agriculture and the State of Mary ports- will be received of advances directly upon the bloodjj and mneona
Association at Santa Fe, by the serious land provides for an expenditure by along this line during, the past year surfaces of the systerri. In buying
;
j
hVk
Miss Maria the Government of not to exceed by several states. As a special fea Hairs Catarth Cure be, sure you get
illness of hie sister-in-lathem know it
THE WANT
Hellerne Touzel, who died Saturday $600 during the year ending Decem ture of the parka sessions there will the genuine. It Is ta,ken Internally
V-,v- rf
:
IDIicitrgitla
Are You a Sellerr Ai SBrernte-mea- t
COLUMN DO IT.
Ohio by F. J.
illness. ber 31, 1911, this sum to go towards be a display of national park views and made in Toledo,
afternoon after a
In the classified column of the
J24HOURS: She was the oldestlingering
I
; last say property that Is rentable.
child of Colonel meeting the expenses of forest fire under the auspices of the Department Cheney ft Co. Testimonials free,
".
of
76e
the
Interior.
Sold
but yoa aiust let New Mexican will put your real estate
by
druggists,
par
price
Percival Touzel of the British army ptotectlon In Maryland.
areas
tist yen have got,
The
'
"
.
rl
soma one that waits on (he market effectively. It win pat
In the city planning sessions both bottle.
and was born In Cape Colony, Africa. to be protected are In Allegheny, Gar, flare Is always
P1U for consti
v; A good lire ssrarosement in the the facts of your property before the
Take
will
men
Before coming to Albuqaerque, Mist rett, Washington and Frederick eons expert and business
HsJl'statfly
speak
'
Cast eotama of the New Mexican win eyes of all possible
The cooperative agreement is from their own experience to show pation, ,
ties.
JoVWAAjJuvuuiaj Touzel lived at Carlsbad,
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THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
at the earliest moment The property
lies only about two miles north of
the E. P. & S. W. railroad track.

SHE HAD

INEW MEXICO POLITICS AND POLITICIANS

AROUND THE STATE-

CONSTANT
The "Legal Bureau."
If i the "legal bureau," established
by the Democratic central committee
at Its recent meeting in Albuquerque
lives up to the purposes for which
it was ostensibly created it will merit
the hearty approval of all good citizens of New Mexico.
If the ten thuosand dollars with
which the gentlemen forming this
"bureau" are said to have been en- trusted is expended fearlessly and im- partially in the relentless prosecution
of all persons found to have been
guilty of illegal practices in the late
regardless of who those
parties are or for whose benefit thefrauds committed were perpetrated, service of inestimable value will
been performed to the people
the entire state.
.
For there can be no difference of
opinion between good men on the
proposition that fraud is fraud, no
matter who commits it, or who re- ceives the benefit of it; that there is
no legal or moral difference between
a Republican fraud and a Democratic
fraud, and that every fraud in an
election is a menace to free govern'
ment and threatens the very existence of the republic Albuquerque
Herald.

be expected than that money would
be used. It is deplorably yet positively true that some money was used
and more men were hired to go out
and work at the polls than ever before !
in the history of the county. The result shows that it was not used by
Until Relieved by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
one party alone.
A precedent has been established
Vegetable Compound.
which, if persisted in, will work more
and more corruption into our county.
Dewittville, N.Y. "Before I start
And the leaders of either party should ed to take Lydia . Pinkham's Vege- laoie compound I
pause and consider the effect of such
suffered nearly all
a system of government,

PAIN

when it comes to the first

,.:

I

e

before taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound." Mrs. A. A.
Giles, Eoute 44, Dewittville, X. Y.
The above Is only one of the thousands of grateful letters which are
constantly being received by the
Pinkham Medicine Company of Lynn,
Mass., which prove beyowl adoubt that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from roots and herbs,
actually does cure these obstinate
of women, and that every such
suffering woman owes it to herself to
at least give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation, or giving up
hope of recovery.

Democratic Assurance and Insurance,
The Democratic state central committee has been in session for two
or three days in Albuquerque behind
closed doors. Through the keyhole
.

or transom the Morning Journal-Democrhas picked the following

the time with head
backaches,
bearing down
I
pains, and had a
continuous pain in
my left side. It
made me sick if I
tried to walk much,
and my back was so
weas mat 1 was

aches,
and

obliged to weat
:orsets all the t.imp.
Hut now I do not have anv of thesn
troubles. I have a fine strong baby
daughter now, which 1 did not have

it's

Watch the Bureau.
Evidences multiply that the "legal
bureau" established by the Democratic Central Committee is nothing
more or less than a bludgeon to be
held over the heads of timid officials
in the hope that they may be Tightened into conniving at the theft by
the Democrats of several state offices
as to which the recent election was
so close that the result is yet undetermined.
The most glaring and iniquitous
frauds perpetrated in the election
took place In every county where
the Democratic committee met to appoint its "legal bureau," and the
chairman of that imposing bureau
was one of the principal beneficiaries
These outrages
of those frauds.
were so flagrant and brazen as to be
a matter of common knowledge
among the people of the community,
and no intelligent man conversant
with the situation could be ignorant
of their existence. "
The Bernalillo county frauds, however, have claimed no particle of attention from the "legal bureau." Instead, their mighty intellects are being concentrated upon passing out, a
huge volume of words in regard to
"congressional investigations," "legislative inquiries," and similar ominous events which are to take place
in the event that all the Democratic
nominees are not given certificates
of election.
It behooves all honest men to keep
a very close watch upon the "legal
bureau" and its $10,000 for the next
Herald.
few weeks." Albuquerque
mm

assess-electio-

naent in a county campaign and in this
county too, reaching as high as $195
jn one case and $160 in another
against candidates for office, a prece-havdent Is established which will ulti-o- f
mately lead to destruction of pure
government and the making of office
seeking only a pleasant pastime for
the millionaire,
Before we accuse the other fellow
stop and take an Inventory and
see how guiltless we are ourselves,
The pot has no kick coming against
the open kettle. San Juan Democrat.

dis-eas-

"wire-

less:"

"At a meeting of the Democratic
state central committee held yester
day in the Commercial Club, a fund
of $10,000 was raised to 'Prosecute all
cases of fraud reported in the recent
Mrs. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass.,
election.' The matter of the holding Invites all sick women to write
back of the election returns was also her for advice. She has guided
taken up for consideration and steps thousands to health and her
will be taken at once to investigate advice is free.
the cause of delay in every instance
and vigorous prosecution will follow paper publicity an occurrence of
any discovery that the returns have "potash ore" has served to call attenbeen held back for any unlawful pur- tion to two reports of the United
States Geological Survey on the subpose."
The aforesaid committee has been ject of this mineral. In one, Bulletin
loudly proclaiming' that the Demo- 420, "Feldspar Deposits of the United
crats had carried the entire state .States," by E. S. Bastin, published in
ticket. This is assurance, not to say 1910, the feldspar deposits constitutgall.
ing this "potash ore" had been deNow they raise a fund of $10,000 scribed, and their present unavallabili- with which to prosecute "all cases of t7 as commercial sources of potash
fraud " in order to punish the wicked by any known process plainly eet
Republicans for "getting licked" (as forth. The other report, on "Potash
they claim).
Salts, Their Uses and Occurences in
It is understood that the Democratic the United States," by W. C. Phalen,
slush fund amounted to something published last winter, discusses all
0
like $500,000.
It would seem that known sources of potash and the
is a small insurance premium tical problems of extraction that affect
to pay for protecting the results ob- - j the commercial utilization of thes4
g
tained by such large disbursement, j Various
materjalis,
If they are to defend their cause ranging from granite to wool scour-I- n
BlernKllo, Sandoval andi other ings and seaweed,
counties, they had better raise thel pr0Spective Investors in potash
ante to $50,000.
They will need lt.lmlne9 owe lt t0 themselves to utilize
If they did in truth win the election, tne puDiicati0ns of the Geological
y
a fund to defend the election in vey und5r tne Interior Department
which they are successful?
Nobody
n, th Bureau of Soils under the
but the Democrats have thought of Department of Agriculture, to both of
contesting the official results'.
which Congress has made appropria-If they have not won, and are con-- tfnT, for thn investleation of nosslble
bcioub oi naving none crooKea worn, souroeg ot potash. While the primary
eju.uuu is noi enougn 10 uunuoae iueir,object
lnvStigations is to find
irauauieni claims even inrougu a Amerlcan potash, it is also the pur- uemocrauc uouse oi represenipuves
hiireaua to
nf tho
in Washington.
Evidence, not hush furnlgn tne puDuc an available infor-iuoiibj, eura M, me capiuu, ueniren matlon
may serve to protect
.
9iu,uuu m no ooject.
'American capital, especially that of
a saie uei inax a majoruy 8mall lnVBtor8 wno are prone to rush
of the ballot boxes that may be open- oro m,ni
BChmeR.
.
ed for the "official count" will add to ,tn x. .
,
the Republican majorities, and the can J"
be obtained free 7 charge yZ
v.
v- -j
ilm 7u i
r.
applying to the Director, United
Statea Geological Survey, Washing,
sealed.
them
But they are out to win, by fair ton, D. C.
Gran County,
means or foul, even to carry their ne-- 1
Twenty-liv- e
cars of ore were ship-v- ,
farious work to congress where they
last week from Lordsburg. C. R,
-- i
o
'ped
J
Smith has a deal on for the sale of the
in the steal
'
Steins R. F. Fib has
mlne
ahead"
Go
gentlemen! Notheing will vtola work on the Sutton Company s
disgust the people of New Mexico and
and intends
. properties .near - Lordsburg
tho
- ,
,
J M,
UUG MMVWU
VUUU UUUUt, tUVblV
ppsand if they will go hard enough the 10 ao consmerame
people will put a quietus on Demo
cratic aspirations in 1912. Raton mines near Lordsburg. Reduction
works are to be erected later.
Range.
McKlnley County,
Fire has again broken out In the
Weaver mine at a point where the
Weaver and Heaton shafts join near
The fire was thought to have
, Gallup.
'
been smothered by the dirt that had
been thrown on it but the accumula
tion of gas opened several crevices
and started the blaze again
prac-$10,00-

potash-containin-

Sur-wh-

..;

I

The Pot and the Kettle.
Now, since the. election is over the
wise ones are telling how it was done.
Considerable is being said about the
money that was used to buy votes,

,,,,,

etc. one party charging the other with
violating common rules of decency
in using material argument to influence votes. It is another case of
the pot calling the kettle black, bo
far as to downright buying of votes
there was nothing doing. But when
it is generally conceded that money
Is to be used in the carrying of an
election, this one in particular, and
with both the Republican and Demo
cratic state committees sending
money into the county for election
purposes, and with our honorable W.
J. Bryan advising as he did in a recent
issue of the Commoner that money
should be contributed to help carry
the new state for pure government
and with the county Democratic cen
tral committee starting In with over
S700 and the Republican assessment
rumli. to nearly $300, what else can

!

-

'

,.

bJf

-

MINES AND MINING

Lincoln County.

me uueii company ai jicanua is
coking coals and anthracite needed
'lining in Virginia has maae Dy ine growing population m tne sea- - rasuming maenmery uu me wiubiuiu
worn unuergrounu.
unless
the past Doara states.
tneya are 1 uu- ana nas resumed
increases
...
.
.... during
,nMHM Am
Aim...
j. II
J XUA
ot'orj Altnouen not a great uzeu tue luuuuiuviuriUK Uliu biuciuuk
"";
s
Virglna produced over six industries of that region and the1 ine pmiadeipma Mining company
new
has
Installed
machinery at Organ
i...'f million ton. in 1910. The ships of the American Navy in the
. j1
moved all machinery from
t i,. n ,t of the earliest producers, Pacific must depend largely upon for- having
of the United States Geo- - eign fields, except as coal may be their claims at Oro Grande. Half a
t!w
ure a uay ib ueiug iaen ui
i ',,
cape Horn ana
pv nhowine a small output Drougnt around
Alaska's and 28 men are working on the day
.lu .,.. v ,!U .? no is22. in 1850. the Dro- - through the Panama CanaL
be-ji.TPtfcm was- 310,000 tons and at that own need for high grade coal can be and night shifts. The ore that Is
runs
26 per cent copper
from
Ms
two
above
snipped
these
stood
fields,
supplied
two
states
onlv
only
!u
t
atato
were unless it is furnished hv such fore! en besides leaa ana silver.
nih
tj;,...ti..
the increase in Virginia fuel as Is transported for a thousand The Southwestern Marble Company
fw "ing sh
in the Potrillo mounUins Dona Ana
v ab klownnd about 1895, when 1,368,- - mils or more.
New Mexico, about 32 miles
1900
the
A
or.
In
s
of
Mr.
copy
Brook's
;ohty
produced.
report
Ui t.:
Paso' ha" ,u8t Incorporated
- h 2,393,754
tons; in 1905, "Alaska Coal and its Utilization" wst of
srodHwr ii.uw,
U. w
i.75.271 tons; and in 1910 it can be obtained on aDDlicatlon to the nnQer..1"? ":,OI-nlO000, divided into 40,000 shares of the
i
dt',il !97 short tons, tne greatest IDirctctor of- the Geological Survey,
par value of $25 each. The incorpo
uil U's htBtory of the state,
Washington- D. C.
rators are R. B. Huston, ot Wharton,
t.
8elenlum a Rare Element
A ..ka's High Grade Coals.
l M VBUllIU
,
...
.-J
:0A1onln,
I...
has been Known
Th,ot'i
60
more
tor
than
I
t
years
United
elemdescribed
AiSia.
toai
by
the.
f
al
Ha
a.u.iuac Ci' actual mining, accord-f-i',,1H
M,h!!rlng IU,
' ce I,re8,dnt'
V u. led States Geological
.
retaryi and treunr, B. R. Taylor.
friye)-insignificant The certain glasses to which it gives a red Tlw company will erect a $200,000
.
irwiurtiiir since tie Territory
enameled w" Plant. Negotiations for the
CJ2
iT
purchase
rt'i- - icui;ied 'nm Russia is less than
to overcome the and il,t.ii.tinn
is
f tt..
- natural
more
color
of
the
all
eiggreen
It'swi ig
ordinary glass 1U
wa
A "v UIHltflO Witt IRJ UUttr
nt .'r.t ..eum curing this time more i and., also in making glass of a distinct riea hj channeling,
1
cutting the
'ofla of coal have been red oolpr, such as that used on rail- M
wncv. f
'
and all but 20 per roads for signal lights. Selenium has
ty pert int- f s
orderg can for aijd ,t lg Dro
d
flews. ' Th;tli peculiar property of being a very to
f
cet nf
tne polishing and finishing plant
foreiga
put
-'
1 Matanuska
coal
v
m
me
ri'
conuucior
Berir
eiecxncKy
at a point about opposite the cement
stated by Alfred dark and a fairly good conductor in
flel. , A i t
foUr miles north of B
Paso,
'J " Geological Siiryey, the light and a number of electrical p,8nt
Manr Bamples of the marble have
raorir-ttiiort- ;
to constitute the inventions depend on this peculiarity. been shipped east to
in
prominent mar-n juj oi of high grade coal
ln
only i"1
cowerns.
Te5
LiS,J!6en
pronounced by
ern or the western
near itiui V
a ray
light, and them to be equal to the best marble
.L
unless
such
v.
r'js "ulftii'pcean,
"imuus. auuuus buu. pnow qnarried In the United States, c. B.
' short'
b Ud f&m the Inland coal graphs from one place to another by Barton
fuel
Is at present in
of the
'
field it Chtt.'i
fyf are; therefore, means of a telephone or telegraph qu,rry. and also of thecharge
business
of
iTr.ntJT;.t the Industries
iterests of his company at this end.
PftUn Ore" IxploltaMefi.
tlrx psce iosv JFtom. them must
, The company expects to push matters,
'steaidnf and A recent attempt to exploit by news-- so as to have the plant in operation
;omLthe 'hls
VValnla Coal Output.
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PAGE SEVEN

FOR RENT

furniture.

His wife accompanied

Mis-

FOR SALE Text-booon Paragon
Shorthand. Learned in one week.
Writers in government employ. Can
be learned without a teacher. Price
k

souri.
Asks for Nineteen Chickens.
Because her husband had threaten
ed her life at various times, Mrs.
Maria Baca de Aragon has filed suit
in the district court at Las Vegas for
a divorce from Florencio Aragon. The
couple were married in Las Vegas in
1909. Mrs. Aragon asks for a divorce
and the custody of her minor child
as well as alimony.
She prays further that her husband be restrained
from interfering with her. Mrs. Aragon demands the ownership of 19
chickens, which she says were given
her at the time of her marriage, and
some of her clothing, which she alleges her husband will not return to
her.
. Drunkenness Destroys Homes.
Mrs. Elizabeth Boland, who recently
brought suit for divorce from Edward
Boland, alleging drunkenness, at Den
ver, asked Judge Whiftford to dis
miss' the suit at her cost as she and
her husband have become reconciled.
Mrs. Lillie Belle McKlssack, who secretly brought suit for divorce from
John 'William
McKlssack several
weeks ago, had the action dismissed.
She and her husband have become
reconciled.
Mrs. Mary Louise Run-yowas given a divorce from Ernest O. Runyon, manager of the Consumers' Oil Company on the grounds
of habitual drunkenness and cruelty.
In addition to the divorce she was
given $35 a month alimony and the
right to resume her maiden name,
Wood.
"The state is better off with
such men outside its limits," is the
way District Judge Hubert L. Shat- tuck expressed his opinion of Harry
H. Brown, a hotel man, formerly of
Denver but now of Kansas City, in
granting Mrs. Juliet E. Brown a divorce.
The couple were married
about four years ago and Mrs. Brown
testified that her husband had failed
to support her and that he treated
her cruelly. Mrs. Cora Shearn Heiv- ner, sjx years ago a belle in the most
exclusive society set of Denver had
her husband, Frank A. Heivner,
a
plasterer, arrested in Denver on a
For a year this
charge of bigamy.
daughter of wealthy and fashionable
parents has been hiding from acquain
tances in a back room in a cheap
rooming house at 1428 Larimer .Street,
ashamed to acknowledge that she had
married a man of whom she said:
"He is common and illiterate. I was
ashamed of him and did not want to
take him to my home, nor did I want
him to meet my father and mother."

reasonable.
313, City.

Attorney-at-Le-

.

d

Mo.

PAUL A. F. WALTER

Six room house, w)th

D. S. Lowitzki.

Kin-sell- .

the remains to the old home in

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communis
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall at

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Pedro Rivera Murdered.
Pedro Rivera was brutally murdered
FURNISHED room, with light, heat
on the Fort Huachuca
reservation. and bath for gent. This office.
Arizona. Four men are under arrest
FOR RENT Eight room house. 113
Death of New Mexico Lawyer.
East De Vargas. Apply Geo. M.
Oscar A. Appel, for ten years a
member of the Xew Mexico bar, residFOR SALE 1000 one and
ing at Silver City, died in that town
He was
last week of tuberculosis.
Shropshire Rams, all A. No. 1
aged 46 years and was a native of stock. C. E. Hartley.
Emerson,

Fraternal Societies

PB0FESS10HAL CARDS

WVtnRlTX
VV
JTtt.,

-

from Page Two.)

(Continued

M.

Address, H. M., P. O. Box
(3t)

TYPEWRfTERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nev
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchangee
and rented. Standard makes hand'ei
All repair work and typewrite
guar
an teed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
change. Phone 231.
WANTED Canvassing Agents at
occe for the sale of "Compendium of
Everyday Wants," the book of gen
eral necessity, price $1.50: also for
"The Devil's Bride," a wonderful re
ligious
allegory, price tl.00. Either
outfit sent postpaid for 10 cents. 50
per cent commission to agents. Big
sellers. Address A. B. KUHLMAN
Publisher, 136 West St., Chicago, III.

New Merle

Santa Fe,

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

7.30.

Attorneys-.M-La-

H. H. DORMAN,

Practice in be Distri t Court as
Master
well as before the Supreme Court oi CHAS. E. UXXET. Secreury.
the territory.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
Santa Fe Chapter Ne,
1. R. A. M. Regular
C, W. O. WARD
convocation second
Territorial District Attorn y
Monday of each month
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
at Masonic Hall at
New Mxlco.
f as Vegas,
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
E. C, M3B0TT
H P.
Attorney-at-Lav- ;
Practice in the District and Su- ARTHTR SELIGMAX, Secretary.
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
Santa Fe Commanders
attention given to all business.
No. L K. T. Regular
Mexico
New
Santa Fe.
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
G. W. PRICHARD
Masonic Hall at 7:9
Law
and
Counsellor
at
Attorney
P. m.
Court
Practice in all the District
CHAS. A. WHEELON. Jl C.
nd gives special attention to cases W. E.
GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laugblin Blk, Santa Fe. N. M
Santa Fe xxdge et
Perfection No. 1. 14U
HARRY D. MOULTON
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Attorney-at-LaFree Masonry meeta en
the third Mondav of each mntitk
at 7:30 o'clock ln the evening ta
Masonic Hall, south side of Plata.
Santa Fe, N. M.
visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are co
O.
L.
Q.
Formerly Special Agent,
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty dlally invited to attend.

S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
Venerable Master.
,
Chas. F. Eaaley.
Cha. R. Eattey HENRY
F. STEPHENS, 32
EASLEY & EA8LEY.
aiediWestern
and
steady, territory
Secretary.
Attorneys at Law.
uuis, i7auc; fine mediums, lUisc;
Practice in the courts ana before
r me,
iuc.
Land Department
p. o. e.
Livestock
examined.
Land
and
titles
Fe
Santa
No.
grants
Lodge
Re
20.
Cattle
Chicago, 111., iov.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Betas?
460, B. P. O. E. holds
ceipts Zi,u00. .UurKet steady. .Beeves,
Its regular session oa
da, N. M.
fi.iui(j..iu; Texas sittrs,
the second and fourth
western
4.30yi.3U;
o.iV,
steers,
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
of each
Wednesday
stocKer8 anu feeders, ifZ.iniuio.ia;
.
Attorneys-at-Lawmonth. Visiting brothcows aiul heiiers, l.yu5.V; calves,
Practice in all the Courts and Be
ers are invitee and
J.DU(US.i!5,
fore the Interior Department.
welcome.
Market
ttoa neceipts, 52,000.
New Mexico.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Taos,
siow to luu lowtr.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
u.uui
b.uaitju.aO;
uiixeu,
H. L. ORTIZ.
iieavy,
Secretary.
o.oo; rouu,
u.iO(ao.Zo; gooa to
Attorney and counsetlor-at-Lacuoice, utuvy, o.Zaio.uo; pigs, i.uO
Practicing before all the courts is
b.3Uiuu.5.
hjjo.Uo; ouid. ot saies,
the Territory.
2,uuo.
juarket Santa Fe
New Merit
buep ivtctjipis,
r
Hituuy to luc lower. iauve, Hz.o)tQi
o.sii'; wstem,
.(ii3.&6 leanings.
PROBERT & COMPANY
o(y.4.oo;
f.auw
jaiuus, uauve,
Investments
Independent Order of Beaver.
9.83.
Lai da, Mines, Bonds & 8 took,
Santa Fe Dam No. it.LO.B. aolof
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 20. Cattle
Money Loaned for Tnvestore
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
neceipis, 2l,UU0, luciuuing 1,500 south
We have for sale general stocks of first and third
Friday. Visiting Brotherns. AiaiKct siettuy. rsaiive Btetis, Merchandise,
Retail Lumber Tare ers are
always welcome.
4,oy(8 and other Business Opportunities
o.ao&a.uu; soutnern steers,
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
o.2a; soutuern cows ana neiiers, tJ.uu throughout Taos county.
4aaa
President,
itn.ou; native cows ana heuers, $2.75
Bank References Furnished.
C. J. NEIS.
- , . . .
igiY.00; stocKers ana ieeaers, $4.15(0 Taos,
New Mexico.
Secretary.
o.V5; Dans, X3.25l(ja.uu; caiveB, ft.uutui
western sieers, $1.00(87.25;
i.25;
P. W. FARMER
western cows, $3.0ui&5.00.
Homestead Ne.
Hogs Keceipts lo.ouo. Market 10c
2879.
DON
GASPAR
Built,
ot
lower.
sales, a.aU(y)ti.4&; RESIDENCE,
Brotherhood
of
AVE
Heavy, $ti.4U(ji6.50; packers aua outch-erAmerican Yeomen
ti.25i(i.5U; lights, ?u.75(g-U.aO-;
Phone, 21 6 Red
Meets
Second
pigs, X4.00a.25.
WEST SIDE PLAZA
and Fourth Tbnre
OFFICE,
isneep Keceipts 13,000. Market 10c
days, Flremaa'a
Phone, 220 Black
lower. Muttons, $2.'153.75; lamos,
Hall. H. Porenuuit,
and
wethers
ranse
yearlOFFICE HOURS. I to 3 P. M
$3.004.75;
A. E. P. Robinson.
ings, ?3.00 4.75; range ewes, 2.00
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
3.75.
Farmer.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D- COTTON.
MONEY AND METAL.
New York, Nov. 20. Cotton v spot
Genito-UrinarNew York, N. Y., Nov. 20. Call
Diseases.
Santa Fo Camp
closed dull 5 points lower. Middling
money, 2
13614, M. W. A.
prim paper,
9.70.
THE WAS5ERMAN & NOOUCH
uplands 9.45; Middling gulf
Mexican dollars, 46
fleeta second Tues j
silver, 56
Sales 600 bales.
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
copper, 12.32
day each month, ae I
43.3043.37;
V
BUTTER.
ADMINISTERED.
clal meeting tLire ;
lead, 4.3035; amalgamated. 60
Elgin, 111., Nov. 20 Butter, firm a
at Elk
Tuesday
Atchison, 106
sugar, 117
Ex
and
Chemical
Microscopical
HaU. Vlatlng neigh.
New York 33, an advance of lc. Output o 647,
Great Northern, 126
of
aminations
blood, sputum, urine bers welcome.
Central. 107
Northern Pacific. 400 pounds.
and gastric contents. Directions
A. Q. WHITTIER, CoasuL
t
118
Southern
Reading, 150
for collecting: specimens given op CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
I
Union Pacific, 172
Pacific, 112
In the Smoky City.
ipplication.
steel, 62
pfd., 108
"I hear your wife is in a very swagNat. Bank Bid., Albuquerque N M
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
itate
Santa Fe Camp Ne :
ger set."
Chicago, 111., Nov. 20. Wheat De6673, R. N. A. meets
"Oh, very swagger. She lost $40 at
cember, 96
May 101,
fourth Tuesday of
the other day and her hostess
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
bridge
Corn December 63
May 64
each month; so
made her leave a diamond ring as
Dentist.
Oats December, 47
del meeting third
May, 50c. security."
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Pork January, 16.17.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Tuesday at Blhe
'
Lard January, 9.20.
Halt
Phone Red 6.
In For It.
Rigs January, 8.45.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 6 p. m.
neighbors welcome
"Back from vacation, eh? I suppose
WOOL MARKET.
NETTIE VICKROY, ,,
And by Appointment
got engaged six or seven times.'
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 20. Wool, you
Oracle,
"Well, I did expect to, but the first
FLORENCE RISING.
was
D.
G.
I
M.
to
8TANDLEY
strongvery
SMALL,
engaged
girl got
Recorder.
minded. I'm afraid it's permanent, old
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington
man."
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Have you Furnishee Rooms to Rentf
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
A little campaign Want advertising
TRUE.
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
in the New Mexican will keep the Income from your furnished rooms front
Phone Black 47.
lapsing. The classified columns are
Section 33, always looked up closely and lt will,
for SE
,.
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. pay you well to nse them.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Sleeplessness,
to make final five year proof, to esnerves, stomach trouble,
tablish claim to the land above de- MEN AND WOMEN WANTED?
weak heart, headaches, etc.,
FOR GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS.
scribed, before Register or Receiver
are effects often caused by
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Free booklet telle about 30,000,
on the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
coffee and tea drinking.
protected positions in U. 8. Civil 8er
More than 40,000 vacancies
Claimant names as witnesses:
vice.,
There can be no relief unFernandez Armijo, Dionlcio Sando- every year, lifetime employment.!
val, Placido Armijo, and Maximo Ur- Easy to get Just ask for examine:
til the cause if it be coffee
New Mexico Civil fterv.
tion booklet
ban, all of Pecos, N. M.
or tea is removed.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M, Box;
Register 1452.
WV, ... ;
Then Nature will
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a
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M. DIAZ,
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Vlsitnr
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Can't Trifle

'

.

Witb Nature

1--

10265-0797-

I

shaky

.

repair
the damage; and the return
to health can be hastened
by using

AND

POSTUM
the pure liquid

food-drin-

k

containing the nourishing
elements of wheat,including
the phosphate of potash
(grown in the grain) which
Nature requires in rebuilding-body

and brain

"There's a Reason"
And it is explained In the little
book, "The Road to Well ville,"

in packages.

Pestum Cereal Company, Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Mich.

'1

"A

THE PALACE

well-boile- d

The Reformer If the public realized its strength it would place one
of its own men ln power by combining
forces.
The Politician How do yon know

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Now

HOTELS

M

Under

thSameManafeaeBt.

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
tnat it hasnt?
The Reformer There has never
en suit with private bathe. Cuuine and table service unexcelled.
been a president named Smith or
,
Jones.
THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
Lar;e Sample Rooms.

.......

j

(

f

Oftentimes.
VTko

wanders home,
SouMd to the ears
Xn brewers' foam,
lecture hears. .

Coronado Restaurant

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the interior,
U. & Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
Oct. 14, 1911.

M.

r- -.
rv
Damila
C Ml.l.i
el
iw
9iiur(. vrucis run isay iijsi..

Notice Is hereby given that Bonifacio Sandoval of Pecos, N. M., who, on 222
Nov. 11, . 191L made Homestead

Finished rams hi ceuectioa.

Sai Fmclsco

Stet

::

Hot ft Cold Balls.

::

MmIi f." "'. 'A!

Csctric

G. LITE

llflrtt

dlA, V

tflOl

mnress

"

DRUNKEN MAN SHOOTS UP
SUBURB OF ALBUQUERQUE-

GERMAN-MILLE- D

floor

It's Firer,-Whit-er
arvd More Urvifornrv
Made by LARABEE'S
PROCESS.

Market,

Santa Fe,

meet tomorrow, Tuesday afternoon, at
THIRTEEN CENT COPPER
PACKERS, GO TO TRIAL
3 o'clock at the office of Mrs.
u. A.
BRINGS RISE ON MARKET.
ON

UP.

Harvey.
Communion Service At the Presby.
terian Church yesterday forenoon,
communion was celebrated, Rev; B. Z.
McCuIlough officiating. Misses Henna and Palm were admitted to church
membership.
Why buy storage
turkeys for
'THANKSGIVING,' when you can get
home raised for less money?. Phone
153 Black.

That Thanksgiving Turkey should
it fATl Anlv VA Anns
lne
Knife,
see advertise
ment of Wood-Davi- s
today.
Fair
Weather
Tomorrow The
weather bureau predicts fair weather
ior tomorrow. Yesterday and Saturday were ideal days. The maximum
temperature yesterday was fifty degrees and the maximum last night
was thirty-on- e
be carved rieht.

Thanksgiving
Turkeys '

F. ANDREWS,
and
No. 4.

BOUND

HAYWARD1 MARKET

silverware:!
'a Rogersin every
coupon
sackj
Phone

DAILY

Gonzales undertook to
shoot up Barelas near Albuaueraue
early Sunday morning. Whether the X
Santa Fe, N. M ," Nov. 20.
X
influence prompting the act was fire
The weather for New Mexico X
water js hard to conjecture. Anyway,
is fair tonight and Tuesday not Si
Gonzales discharged a
in
much change in temperature.
S
front of a saloon In Barelas and for
the act is now languishing in the
county jail, where he was placed yesLeave Orders for Special Christmas
terday by Deputy Sheriff Jacobo Go- Holiday Goods at Goebels Now.
mez. He is charged with discharging
if you want a nice home raised
fire arms in a public settlement.
turkey for 'THANKSGIVING,' phone
153 Black.
The Clarendon
Gardens
have a
92....Phone....92
See advertisevariety of flowers.;$
'
ment.
winter apples
Apples Order you
now, J2.50 per bbl (150 lbs.) Casner
Ranch. Phone Black 33126
Train Late Santa Fe train No. 10,
was again two hours late this after
noon.
Chamber of Commerce The Chamber of Commerce wil hold an important meeting tomorrow evening.
Give
Look up the advertisement of Julius
Gerdes in today's issue. One plank
of his platform is "ideal." A good
HAYWARD
one for a merchant.
W. C. T. U. Meeting The Women's
Christian Temperance Union will
92...Phone ..92

every Bakirvg Problem.

Grocery, Bakery

THE

Manuel

the answer to

Famous GERMAN

-

degrees.
Lost, Saturday evening, near the
Plaza, alligator skin bag. Reward for
return with contents to Dr. E. Almon

us your order.

N. M.

Leonard.
For Postoffice Patrons TtantAl n
Ortiz, mailing clerk of the Santa Fe
postoffice has issued a booklet entitled
Practical Points for Postoffice Pat
miis.
ine DooKiet contains many
pointers on how to address mail mat
ter and also about the city of Santa Fe.
The writer taKes a nine at those let-ter writers who put the words "In
Haste" on their envelope and hints
that the mail trains are liable to run
off the tracks from such urging.

'S MARKET
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The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is

JAMES

THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE DROWL

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

have them the

regula r sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITH1N MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, origi nal 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
W

m

.

Phone. Black 204.

NOTE Perfect service in our watch repair
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E

DAVID LOWITZKI,

H

Dealer iu New and

J

Second-Han-
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Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

zQ

New and

D
02

Second-Han-

d

PHONE 56 BLACK.

Second-Han- d

Goods- -

mm.
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1
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1

I

1
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Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
HighestCah Price Paid for

j

That

i

I
I

w
1

m

1
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For the next 30 days all dressmak 4's weak.
Increasing strength was shown by
ing at reduced rates; satisfaction
stocks despite the gradual contractiguaranteed. Mrs. Krueeer. 125 Pal on-in
the volume of business. Readace Ave.
ing sold a point over last week's close
and Lehigh Valley nearly as much.
BANKERS' ASSOCIATION WILL
Union Pacific touched 174
com' ENDORSE ALDRICH
PLAN.
pared with 173 at the outset. West-estocks generally were neglected
Annual
Convention but
averaged a trifle above last week's
Will Formally Open at New
figures. Amalgamated
Copper lost
Orleans Tomorrow.
half of its forenoon eain on nrnflt
CBy Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
taking.
New Orleans, La., Nov.
The
the
Aldrich plan of currency to somesluggishness of the market led
selling in the late afternoon
reform will meet with the almost and
was also a moderate amount
there
unanimous endorsement of the Ameri
of profit taking. Union Pacific lost nil
can Bankers' Association was the of
its advance. United statea.
opinion expressed by F. O. Watts, came back to near
the lowest and
of
the association, which there was little left of the
president
rise in
formally opens its 37th annual con- Reading and Lehigh
Valley. Some of
vention here tomorrow.
the Southern Stocks were strnnsr At.
lantic Coast Line improving one and
SENTENCED TO PENITENTIARY
Louisville & Nashville and Illinois
OR GO TO COUNTY JAIL. Central 1
The close was weak.
Chief Justice Wiliam H. Pope at
Roswell , fipntpnrorl
........ tnw tVu&
TT,i
Read the New Mexican Want Col-n.. .1 1 il
...re
tiary: J. W. Wooten, aged 25 yers, umn it you want results.
for one year to eighteen months "for
larceny of cattle. He- sentenced to
Thirty-Sevent-

to Refinish?

ber
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?$ Johnson's Electric Solvo
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uu uuu cnai your lurniture is made of
oi jonnson 8 wooa Dye, desired
"wbouj. ncuLiJcruouK, f iemisQ oak, etc.
j,,.n,a uo nuuu iw nuisn luaZ is aimCUlt to dis- vmi ww bcuuiuo wuuui
J.OcQ apply
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Johnson's

Prepared Wax

"A

Finish aui Polish for All Wood"
a riSb' dUU flnish tnat is ? mon desired.
nuo ior uujisninff an rurni.
imm.Jitrmmx rare ana f""'"
nomatter how finished. Pre
vents scraicnes irom
Complete

Ihnfroau.'!fs

"KV uo
showing: marred spots can
'ill m
roucnea up without
going over the entire sur- face. Try it.
I! W&Z--t fWJLMJg&m Aclr
- i.im.. n
I.
fw
mm

Uzim

Hi i

S

l

vi th

.

.

LJ Santa fe

wood-wor-

LWl--

rurn.ture.
rractlca!
and Inierestini.
Jobaaon's Electric Solvo and Johnson' Prepared Wax
re son ana recommended by

Hardware & Supply Co.

,

Jail:

Theodore Dieffenbacher,

law.

'

AUTO RACING DEMANDS
TWO MORE VICTIMS.
Pilot Is Killed and Driver of Mormon
Car Is Seriously Injured in Races
' at
avannah. Georaia.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
savannan. Gr.. Nov. 20. One antn.
mobile driver was killed and another
seriously injured today in a smashup
over' the grand prize court here. Joe
Dawson, the Marmon driver, was hurt"
and McNay and A. Case, pilot, was
,
killed.

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
-

or ir

y

Pllta In Red ml Uold metallicXV,
boxes, soled with Blue Ribbon. VX
Take no other. Bur of your V
IHAMIIVn UBlKlk III I a V'-S7dKoowna5tKSt.baiest,Alway5Keliai)l
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

for six

months for gambling; Joseph Masten,
two months for flourishing a deadly
weapon; Pearl Lancaster until she
paid a fine of $50 for assault with a
deadly weapon; B. N. McGuire, sixty
days for carrying a deadly weapon;
Joseph Atherton was fined $100 for
violating the pharmacy law.
ft

without attorneys for the indict

tempt before the tribunal to stay the
packers' trial on charges of criminal
violation of the Sherman anti-tru-

h

sti

This preparation will take off all the finish down to the clean
wood. Then if you discover that your chair, clock or whatever it
may be, is made of some expensive wood like mahogany or rose- -

4,

ed packers in Chicago making any at

20.-1- 181

a.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

SANTA FE, N. M.

You Would Like

,

OJ

)

415 Palace Avenue.

That old shabby looking chair you have placed to one side or that scratched
up dingy looking hall clock grandmother gave you can be made beautiful and
.
v attractive at small exnense. Vmi can An t.ho
Kfiil.tf.UaB r' i TV How t Just this WAV. First tathuta thft nM finish nrlth

sd MOT
I

OL

:x:

Haven't You Some Old Furniture

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
o

Street Trading Opened Weak United States Supreme Court Adjourns
But Grew Stronger at Day ....
Before Attorneys of Beef Barons
Progressed.
Can Stay Proceedings.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Nov. 20. Depression in (By Special Leased Wire to new Mexican)
20. Judge George
the London market and pressure A. Chicago, 111.,ofNov.
the United States disagainst United States Steel and the trictCarpenter
court, today postponed until
Wabash issues, combined to weaken
the Stock market during this morning's Wednesday morning, the trial of J.
Ogden Armour and nine other packtrading. The demand was not large ers
charged with violating the" crimiand prices gave way generally,
alnal
of the Sherman antithough the railroad division withstand trust provisions
act.
111&
uiciu& uiui suucessiuiiy man me
industrials. Short covering and the , The postponement was in cognizance
evident support for the railroad shares of the action of Judge Kohlsaat of the
were effective in turning the market U. S. circuit court, who, after quashupward after the force of the selling ing the writ of habeas corpus, previously granted the packers, withheld
movement had spent itself.
After some brie! perioas of hesita- the entry of the order until Wednestion, the market began to improve day. Mr. Armour, the only defendant
more sturdily in the second hour. Cop- not directly concerned In the habeas
per stocks' were purchased on a stead- corpus proceedings, might have been
ily rising scale, Amalgamated Copper placed on trial but Judge Carpenter
and Utah Copper gaining a point. Re- announced that he was not disposed
ports that some of the parti 112- intet to try his case separately.
Counsel for the packers refused to
ests were asking 13 cents a pound for
the product encouraged professional intimate what their next move would
buying of the group. Union Pacific be. An attempt to get more time may
was pushed across 174, but the opera- be made through an appeal that the
tions in standard railroad stocks were defendants be tried separately, it was
'
in smaller volume than for some time. hinted.
If one packer is placed on trial, it
Various special ties seemed to present better trading possibilities
to was explained, the counsel may take
the professional element for the time advantage of time to take action in
being. United States Steel made up the sunremo onurf.
Supreme Court Adjourns.
the major portion of its decline but
Washington, D. C, Nov. 20. The
the rest of the list in common with
supreme court of the United States tothis stock became quiet, on the rise.
Bonds were irregular with Wabash day adjourned until Monday, DecemWall

I

" It's the Watch for You."

department is our hobby. Try it.

C. McCONVERY,

WEDNESDAY MORNING.

.

FLOWER S
AT THE

CLARENDON GiRPENS

If you want anything on earn try
Want ad in the New Mexicajk

Phone Black 12.

;

V?I6yLE, Manager.
.

1

It

Jnl lfi
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11
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That Handles the Best Make of Shoes for Men and Women
in the United States.
--

HANAN SHOES FOR MEN and QUEEN
QUALITY FOR
WOMEN. They are REMARKABLE qualities. Isn't it remark-

') n

.

....

'.....

..'.'..

i

.

V.

able to find a Shoe Department where you can ask for
any kind
of, a shoe that is desirable and good and have the salesman
say, " Here it is ? " ISN'T IT REMARKABLE to find a big
stack of shining new styles ?

ISN'T IT RFMARKARI F
lllil llllii 111 lili
WA

M.

MM

I MA

THAT YOU ARE ABLE TO COUNT ON ONE STORE for
the best possible values,

